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Introduction

This document provides background information associated with file formats and algorithms provided in the
InSite Seismic Processor. It should be used in conjunction with the InSite Operations Manual. The information
given is intended as a guide only. Applied Seismology Consulting Ltd. (ASC) reserves the right to amend the
functions at any time. Information on function updates can be obtained from ascsupport@appliedseismology.co.uk.
To further understand the algorithms the user should refer to the references provided or contact ASC. We
welcome any comments and feedback on the algorithms and procedures used and will assess any suggestions
provided by users to improve the functionality.
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SEN File

The SEN File can be used to import a sensor array. This format was originally developed by the Queen's
Engineering Seismology Laboratory, Kingston ON, Canada and is now extensively used with ESG Acquisition
Systems.

Figure 2.1: SEN file format
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The

format

consists

of

three

header

lines

Figure 2.1) followed by a data line for each sensor used with a number of columns (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Description of data columns in the SEN file
Column

Data Type

Format

1

Fixed string “Channel”

String

2

Channel Number

Integer

North, East, Down components of the sensor location

Float

Status – on (1) or off (0)

Integer

3-5
6

Type formatted as: taiii, where
t – type of instrument
–0, 3, 4 Velocity
–1, 2 Acceleration
–5 Volts
7

Integer
a – instrument axis
–0 X Axis
–1 Y Axis
–2 Z Axis
iii – instrument number (1-999)

8

Gain Multiplier

9

Receiver Sensitivity. Units as follows:
Acceleration - volts/g
Velocity – volts/m.s

Float

(

6
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Full-scale voltage on acquisition system

Float

11-12

Low and High frequency bandwidth of the sensors for filtering Float

13-15

Sensor orientation in a NED co-ordinate system

Float

16

Sensor polarisation - +ve (1) or –ve (-1)

Integer

17

P-wave station correction in seconds

Float

18

S-wave station correction in seconds

Float

19

Monitoring array ID

String

20

Local Instrument Number

Integer

21

Local Channel Number

Integer

Note that for InSite the first two columns must read as e.g. Channel 01.

This can differ from SEN file formats used by ESG with their acquisition systems.

2.2

CSV Sensor File

Sensor array coordinates and properties can be exported and imported into InSite using a Comma Separated
Values (CSV) File. This format offers greater flexibility over the SEN file (SEN File). An example of the CSV sensor
file is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: CSV sensor file format

The format consists of 24 columns, which can be arranged in any order. The first line is the file header, and each
subsequent line contains sensor data for a single channel. The columns are as follows:
Table 2.2: Description of data columns in the CSV sensor file
Column

Data Type

Format

1

Instrument Number

Integer

2

Instrument Label

String

3

Channel Number

Integer

4

Channel Label

String
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North, East, Down components of the sensor location
8

9

10

2.3

Status – on (1) or off (0)
Sensor type,where:
–0, 3, 4 Velocity
–1, 2 Acceleration
–5 Volts
Axis number
–0 X Axis
–1 Y Axis
–2 Z Axis

7
Float
Integer

Integer

Integer

11

Gain Multiplier

Float

12

Receiver Sensitivity. Units as follows:
Acceleration - volts/g
Velocity – volts/m.s-1

Float

13

Full-scale voltage on acquisition system

Float

14-15

Low and High frequency bandwidth of the sensors for filtering Float

16-18

Sensor orientation in a NED co-ordinate system

Float

19

Sensor polarisation - +ve (1) or –ve (-1)

Integer

20

P-wave station correction in seconds

Float

21

S-wave station correction in seconds

Float

22

Monitoring array ID

String

23

Local Instrument Number

Integer

24

Local Channel Number

Integer

CSV Time Dependent Sensor Coordinate File

InSite can incorporate changes in position of the different sensors in an array such as those induced due to the
deformation a monitored rock sample. The time history of the displacement of the different sensors is input into
InSite through an ASCII Comma Separated Values (CSV) file. Sensor positions for events are calculated according
to their time stamp using the starting array and the correction in the time dependent sensor coordinate file. An
example of the CSV time dependent sensor coordinate file is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: CSV time dependent sensor coordinate file example

The format consists of one header line followed by lines each one corresponding to a time step where sensor
displacements have been measured. The number of columns is dependent on the number of sensors (3+
3xNumber of sensors). Displacements are not cumulative and should be entered as discrete displacements in
the relevant time interval.

Column Header

Description

Format

Date

Date in day/month/year format

DD/MM/YYYY

Time

Time in hour:minute:second format

hh:mm:ss

Second

Decimal part of the second

Float

S001 North

Sensor 1 displacement in the North direction

Float

S001 East

Sensor 1 displacement in the East direction

Float

S001 Down

Sensor 1 displacement in the Down direction

Float

S00N North

Sensor N displacement in the North direction

Float

S00N East

Sensor N displacement in the East direction

Float

S00N Down

Sensor N displacement in the Down direction

Float

……
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2.4

The LOG File

A LOG file is a text file that contains additional information regarding data acquisition (Figure 2.4). Each line logs
a command performed by the acquisition software and contains the date and time of the command followed by
a brief description.

Figure 2.4: Example LOG File
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InSite recognises some commands contained in the LOG file and adds information to events that correspond in
time (within 1 second before the command). Table 2.3 contains valid commands. Commands that are not
recognised are ignored.
Table 2.3: Valid commands contained in a LOG file that can be read for InSite
Log flag
pulse

Description
Corresponding event is a shot

shot
blast

2.5

"
Corresponding event is noise

The RDB File

An RDB file is an ASCII text file that contains event location data in space-delimited column format. Each line is a
single event. The user will be prompted for the location distance units used in the file. The choice includes
kilometres, metres, centimetres or millimetres. The columns are imported into InSite as follows ( Figure 2.5).
•

Date (MM-DD-YYYY)

•

Time

•

Event Number (the first two characters can contain a mine stamp e.g. TS123)

•

Location Northing

•

Location Easting

•

Location Depth

•

Material Velocity (not imported)

•

RMS Location Error

•

Number of arrival times used in location

•

Location Magnitude

Chapter 2: Import and Export File
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Figure 2.5: Example RDB File
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The SRC File

A SRC file is an ASCII text file that contains event location and source parameter data in space-delimited column
format. Each line is a single event. The user will be prompted for the location distance units used in the file. The
choice includes kilometres, metres, centimetres or millimetres. The columns are imported into InSite as follows
(Figure 2.6).

•

Date (MM-DD-YYYY)

•

Time

•

Floating-point time (not imported)

•

Mine-stamp Flag (imported to event label)

•

Event Number

•

Automatic Event Type Flag (not imported)

•

Percentage confidence in Event Type Flag (not imported)

•

Location Northing

•

Location Easting

•

Location Depth

•

Material Velocity (not imported)

•

RMS Location Error

•

Number of arrival times used in location

•

Number of uniaxials used (not imported)

•

Flag (not imported)

•

Location Magnitude

•

Number of triaxials used (not imported)

•

Flag (not imported)
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•

Instrument Magnitude

•

Moment Magnitude

•

Seismic Moment

•

Energy Release

•

S:P wave energy release ratio

•

Source Radius

•

Asperity Radius (not imported)

•

Static Stress Drop

•

Apparent Stress

•

Dynamic Stress Drop (not imported)

•

Maximum displacement (not imported)

•

Peak velocity (not imported)

•

Peak acceleration (not imported)

Figure 2.6: Example SRC File
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The PUN File

A PUN file is an ASCII text file that contains event location data in space-delimited column format and is output
by the HYPO71 program. Each line is a single event.
The user will be prompted for a conversion between planetary spherical coordinates and Cartesian coordinates
in kilometres.
The columns are imported into InSite as follows:
•

Date (YYMMDD)

•

Time

•

Latitude North

•

Longitude West

•

Depth (kilometres)

•

Location Magnitude

•

Number of arrivals used in location

•

Event Data (not imported)

•

Event Data (not imported)

•

RMS Location Error

•

Event Data (not imported)

•

Event Data (not imported)

•

Event Data (not imported)
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DOF Format

This basic file format is specific to InSite. Drawing objects (i.e. additional objects that the user wishes to appear
on the screen) can be imported into and exported from the Location Visualiser by means of a Drawing Object
File (DOF). The following shows an example of the DOF format. It is a standard ASCII text file that can be created
in any suitable editor (e.g. MS Notepad).

InSite Drawing Object File v2.07
[Borehole]
Name=B1
BoreholeType=INST
DistUnits=10.0000
EnableDateTime=05-09-1985 00:00:00
DisableDateTime=15-05-2002 00:00:00
[Data]
200.0 100.0 -100.0
200.0 -50.0 -75.0
175.0 -100.0 -50.0
[Borehole]
[Data]
100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 -50.0 75.0
75.0 -100.0 50.0
[HotPlane]
Name=HotPlane
DistUnits=1.0000
Azimuth=120.094
Dip= 80.017
ColourRed=0
ColourGreen=255
ColourBlue=0
EnableDateTime=01-01-0100 00:00:00
DisableDateTime=01-01-3000 00:00:00
[Data]
12.783 5.2827 -77.883
-6.0282 37.743 -77.883
-10.828 34.961 -46.367
7.9837 2.5012 -46.367
[BoreholeLog]
Name=A2
BoreholeType=WINJ
DistUnits=1.000
EnableDateTime=02-10-1985 15:00:00
DisableDateTime=09-10-1985 08:00:00
[Data]
400.0 190.0 -100.0 4000

16
320.0 -250.0 -75.0 4100
75.0 100.0 -50.0 4150
[Complex]
Name=MyComplex
DistUnits=1.0000
ColourLinesRed=255
ColourLinesGreen=0
ColourLinesBlue=0
EnableDateTime=01-01-0100 00:00:00
DisableDateTime=01-01-3000 00:00:00
[Line]
12.0 12.0 12.0
23.0 32.0 11.0
78.0 64.0 45.0
26.0 12.0 32.0
19.0 28.0 77.0
[Line]
100.0 100.0 100.0
222.0 38.0 116.0
[3DFace]
6.2 8.7 11.0
3.5 6.3 9.1
5.7 8.1 4.9
[3DSurface]
000
010
100
110
0.5 0.5 1
[Sensor]
Mode=Receiver
Label=S01
On=1
DistUnits=1
ChannelNumber=1
CasingNumber=1
Axis=0
DistUnits=1.000
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ColourRed=255
ColourGreen=255
ColourBlue=0
SymbolType=Cross
Northing=100.0
Easting=100.0
Depth=100.0
EnableDateTime=01-01-0100 00:00:00
DisableDateTime=01-01-3000 00:00:00
VMax=100
Gain=1
Sensitivity=100
LowFreq=10
HighFreq=10000
Diameter=0
OrientationN=0
OrientationE=0
OrientationD=-1
Motion=-1
The first line is a header description line that can contain anything. The rest of the file then consists of a set of
Object Data Blocks. Each block begins with a line describing the type of object. Drawing objects that can be
imported include the following.
[Borehole]
[HotPlane]
[BoreholeLog]
[Complex]
[Sensor]
Following this is a set of configuration parameters distinguished using a WINDOWS INI format.
Name=B1
The top [Borehole] object block shown above contains all of the configuration parameters valid for a Borehole
object. These can be in any order and some, or all, of the parameters can be omitted, as shown in the second
[Borehole] object block. In this case, default values are used when creating the object.
Following the configuration parameters there must then be a set of North, East, Down coordinates. For a [Borehole] or

[HotPlane] object these are identified by a [Data] statement. The three numbers can be separated by either a

space or a tab. For a Borehole object there can be as many coordinates as required. For a HotPlane there must
only be four coordinates identifying the four corners of the plane.
The [BoreholeLog] object block is effectively the same as the Borehole object but contains a fourth column.
These values plot as a log line down the length of the borehole.
A [Complex] object can consist of as many polylines and triangles as the user wishes. For a [Complex] object the
coordinates are identified by a [Line] or [3DFace] statement (there is no single [Data] identifier). The lines

18
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containing the coordinates then follow each identifier. A
[Line] can contain as many coordinates as the user wishes. A [3DFace] must only contain 3 coordinates being the
apexes of a triangle.
A [3DSurface] object is used to represent 3D terrains within the Location Visualiser. It is used for surface
interpolation, i.e. estimating the height at a point given nearby sample heights. InSite uses the 2D Delaunay
Triangulation algorithm to perform this interpolation. This involves creating, from the sample points, a set of
non-overlapping triangularly bounded facets, where the vertices of the triangles are the input sample points.
The triangulation is unique (independent of the order in which the sample points are ordered) for all but trivial
cases. One limitation of the 2D Delaunay triangulation algorithm is that it will only work when there are unique
x y pairs. This means that only non-overlapping surfaces can be rendered within InSite using this technique. The
coordinates are entered in exactly the same way as for the [3DFace] object, with one x y z coordinate per line.
The coordinates in the example above generate the surface of a pyramid.
A [Sensor] object is used to add an instrument within the Location Visualiser that is not included in the default
receiver array. The fields that can be given for a sensor are shown in the example above, though a valid location
is the only required field.
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The Very Versatile Format VVF file

Originally designed by Andy Heath (Liverpool University) and Will Pettitt (ASC) – just in case you wanted to blame
anybody.

A VVF is an output/input file used by InSite and external software developed by ASC's commercial partners (e.g.
Liverpool University's ACDCVIS program), so as to efficiently share data without causing problems in backward
and forward compatibility.

There are two methods of reading and writing a VVF within InSite:

•

Event Data only – using the 'Export VVF Event Data File' and 'Import and Manage Data'; and

•
Event Data and Instrument Parameters – using the 'Export Selected Components to VVF' and
'Import VVF Data' from the File menu.

The latter option allows both event and instrument parameters to be exported and imported from InSite's data
base.

The file consists of a series of sections (although there may only be one). Each section has three header lines
followed by a number of data lines as shown in Figure 2.7.

20
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Figure 2.7: Example VVF File
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Each data line in the file corresponds to an arbitrary object. This object consists of a number of data blocks (one
or more). The possible data blocks are described in
Table 2.4 with the combination of blocks in the object defining what that object is. Table 2.6 contains the possible
object combinations for the PFC 3D VISUALISER.
Each data line is split into a series of data columns. The columns appearing in a section depend on which data
blocks are present and whether that data is available for those objects.
Header Lines
Calculating the Bit Flag
Data Lines
The VVFs Versatility
Implementation for InSite

2.7.1

Header Lines

The first header line has the following example format:
7,5

•

The first integer is a bit flag identifying the data blocks that exist in each object in the section.

•

The second integer is the number of objects in the section.

22
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The second header line has the following example format:

I6,S12,S10,F8.2,F8.2,F8.2,F8.4,F8.4

This is a format statement with the comma-delimited character fields corresponding to the format of the data
columns in the section.
•

I6 denotes an integer of 6 characters long

•

S12 denotes a string of 12 characters long

•
F8.2 denotes a floating-point number; 8 characters in length with 2 decimal places (note that
the decimal point is included in the character count)
The third header line has the following example format:

EVENT_LABEL,
EVENT_DATE,EVENT_TIME,EVENT_LOC_NORTH,EVENT_LOC_EAST,EVENT_LOC
_DOWN,EVENT_LOC_ERROR,EVENT_PARAM_LOCMAG

-

The comma-delimited character strings (e.g. EVENT_LOC_NORTH) denote what parameter resides in each
column. The available parameters are described in Table 2.7. This format can also be replaced by a list of integer
codes, such as the following (also see Table 2.7); 0,1,2,101,102,103,104,201
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Table 2.4: Bit identifiers for available block types included in an object
Bit

2.7.2

Block Type

enum declaration

0

Date/Time stamp

DATE_AND_TIME

1

Location Data

EVENT_LOCATION

2

Source Parameters

EVENT_SOURCE_PARAMS

3

Error Ellipsoid Data

EVENT_ERROR_ELLIPSE

4

Source Mechanism Data

EVENT_SOURCE_MECH

5

PFC Ball

PFC_BALL

6

PFC Velocity

PFC_VELOCITY

7

PFC Displacement

PFC_DISPLACEMENT

8

PFC Crack

PFC_CRACK

9

Reserved for expansion?

Calculating the Bit Flag

The bit flag is calculated in the following manner, where A, B, C, D are example combinations of data blocks.
Table 2.5: Using the bit identifiers to calculate the bit flag value
BIT ->

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

-

-

-

-

-

256

128

64

32

16

8

4

2

1

Flag Value

A

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

256

B

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

160 (128+32)

C

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

272 (256+16)

D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

11 (8+2+1)

Integer value ->

A – PFC Crack Only
B – PFC Ball + PFC Displacement
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C – PFC Crack + Source mechanism
D – Event time, location and error ellipsoid

2.7.3

Data Lines

The data line has the following format:
1 08-19-1997 04:00:23 401.49 715.57 128.07 0.0424 -1.2496
The characters in each column must be right justified and the column formatting of the data lines must exactly
match the information contained in the three header lines.
Table 2.6: Object combinations for the PFC 3D Visualiser
Object Combination

Bit flag value

DATE_AND_TIME & EVENT_LOCATION & EVENT_SOURCE_PARAMS

7

DATE_AND_TIME & EVENT_LOCATION & EVENT_SOURCE_PARAMS & EVENT_ERR
OR_ELLIPSE

15
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Object Combination

Bit flag value

DATE_AND_TIME & EVENT_LOCATION & EVENT_SOURCE_PARAMS & EVENT_SOU
RCE_MECH

-

23

DATE_AND_TIME & EVENT_LOCATION & EVENT_SOURCE_PARAMS & EVENT_ERR
OR_ELLIPSE & EVENT_SOURCE_MECH

-

31

PFC_BALL

32

PFC_BALL & PFC_VELOCITY

96

PFC_BALL & PFC_DISPLACEMENT

160

PFC_BALL & PFC_DISPLACEMENT & PFC_VELOCITY

224

PFC_CRACK

256

PFC_CRACK & EVENT_SOURCE_MECH

272

2.7.4

The VVFs Versatility

The file format is very versatile for the following reasons.
1.
The column formatting is contained in the section header allowing widely varying scales of
values to be used.
2.
The columns contained in the file are indexed in the section header allowing different sections
to contain different types of data. The indexing allows the safe omission and inclusion of data columns.
3.
The bit flag indicates the presence of data blocks in the file allowing easier manipulation of the
data in the software.
4.
The combination of bit flag and column indexing allows software backward-forward
compatibility as data parameters can be safely added or removed from the export/import process.
Table 2.7: Valid data parameters for a VVF
Block
Date/Time Stamp

Parameter Name

enum declaration

Data Code

Format

Optional Integer Label EVENT_LABEL

0

Integer

Date

EVENT_DATE

1

String: MM-DD-YYYY

Time

EVENT_TIME

2

String: HH:MM:SS
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Event Location

Source Parameters
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Number

EVENT_NUMBER

3

Integer

Identification String

EVENT_IDSTRING

4

String

North

EVENT_LOC_NOR
TH

101

Float

East

EVENT_LOC_EAST

102

Float

Down

EVENT_LOC_DOWN

103

Float

Error

EVENT_LOC_ERR
OR

104

Float

Distance Units

EVENT_LOC_DUNI
TS

105

Float

EVENT_LOC_PICKS

106

Int

T0 Time

EVENT_LOC_T0TIME

107

Float

Independent Sensors

EVENT_LOC_INDEPENDANTS

108

Int

Location Magnitude

EVENT_PARAM_LOCMAG

201

Float

Instrument Magnitude EVENT_PARAM_INSTMAG

202

Float

203

Float

Seismic Moment

EVENT_PARAM_M
OMENT

-
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Error Ellipsoid

Source Mechanism

Parameter Name
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enum declaration

Data Code

Format

Moment Magnitude

EVENT_PARAM_M
OMENTMAG

204

Float

Radiated Energy

EVENT_PARAM_R
ADENERGY

205

Float

S to P Energy Ratio

EVENT_PARAM_S
TOPENERGY

206

Float

Source Radius

EVENT_PARAM_S
OURCERADIUS

207

Float

Apparent Stress

EVENT_PARAM_A
PPSTRESS

208

Float

Static Stress Drop

EVENT_PARAM_S
TATICSTRESSDROP

209

Float

PWave Corner Freq

EVENT_PARAM_P
CORNERFREQ

210

Float

SWave Corner Freq

EVENT_PARAM_S
CORNERFREQ

211

Float

A Axis Length

EVENT_ELLIPSE_
ALENGTH

301

Float

Ai

EVENT_ELLIPSE_AI

302

Float

Aj

EVENT_ELLIPSE_AJ

303

Float

Ak

EVENT_ELLIPSE_AK

304

Float

B Axis Length

EVENT_ELLIPSE_
BLENGTH

305

Float

Bi

EVENT_ELLIPSE_BI

306

Float

Bj

EVENT_ELLIPSE_BJ

307

Float

Bk

EVENT_ELLIPSE_BK

308

Float

C Axis Length

EVENT_ELLIPSE_
CLENGTH

309

Float

Ci

EVENT_ELLIPSE_CI

310

Float

Cj

EVENT_ELLIPSE_CJ

311

Float

Ck

EVENT_ELLIPSE_CK

312

Float

P EigenValue

EVENT_MECH_PEIG

401

Float

Pi

EVENT_MECH_PI

402

Float

Pj

EVENT_MECH_PJ

403

Float
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Pk

EVENT_MECH_PK

404

Float

B EigenValue

EVENT_MECH_BEIG

405

Float

Bi

EVENT_MECH_BI

406

Float

Bj

EVENT_MECH_BJ

407

Float

Bk

EVENT_MECH_BK

408

Float

T EigenValue

EVENT_MECH_TEIG

409

Float

Ti

EVENT_MECH_TI

410

Float

Tj

EVENT_MECH_TJ

411

Float

Tk

EVENT_MECH_TK

412

Float

Mech T Value

EVENT_MECH_TV
ALUE

413

Float

Mech K Value

EVENT_MECH_KV
ALUE

414

Float

Mech Moment

EVENT_MECH_M
OMENT

415

Float

Amplitudes used

EVENT_MECH_AM
PSUSED

416

Integer
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PFC Ball

Parameter Name
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enum declaration

Data Code

Format

Condition Number

EVENT_MECH_CO
NDNO

417

Float

Quality Index

EVENT_MECH_QI
NDEX

418

Float

M1

EVENT_MECH_M1

419

Float

M2

EVENT_MECH_M2

420

Float

M3

EVENT_MECH_M3

421

Float

M4

EVENT_MECH_M4

422

Float

M5

EVENT_MECH_M5

423

Float

M6

EVENT_MECH_M6

424

Float

M Uncertainty 1

EVENT_MECH_MU
NC1

425

Float

M Uncertainty 2

EVENT_MECH_MU
NC2

426

Float

M Uncertainty 3

EVENT_MECH_MU
NC3

427

Float

M Uncertainty 4

EVENT_MECH_MU
NC4

428

Float

M Uncertainty 5

EVENT_MECH_MU
NC5

429

Float

M Uncertainty 6

EVENT_MECH_MU
NC6

430

Float

RMS Error

EVENT_MECH_ME
ANERROR

431

Float

Amplitude residual

EVENT_MECH_ME
ANRESIDUAL

432

Float

Type

EVENT_MECH_FL
AGSMTYPE

433

Float

ISO %

EVENT_MECH_ISO

434

Float

DC %

EVENT_MECH_DC

435

Float

CLVD %

EVENT_MECH_CL
VD

436

Float

T Val Error

EVENT_MECH_TVAL

437

Float

K Val Error

EVENT_MECH_KVAL

438

Float

Ball Location X

PFC_BALL_LOCX

501

Float
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Ball Location Y

PFC_BALL_LOCY

502

Float

Ball Location Z

PFC_BALL_LOCZ

503

Float

Ball Radius

PFC_BALL_RADIUS

504

Float

Velocity i

PFC_VELOCITY_D
IRI

601

Float

Velocity j

PFC_VELOCITY_D
IRJ

602

Float

Velocity k

PFC_VELOCITY_D
IRK

603

Float

Velocity Magnitude

PFC_VELOCITY_M
AG

604

Float

Disp i

PFC_DISP_DIRI

701

Float

Disp j

PFC_DISP_DIRJ

702

Float

Disp k

PFC_DISP_DIRK

703

Float

Disp Magnitude

PFC_DISP_MAG

704

Float

Crack Location X

PFC_CRACK_LOCX

801

Float

Crack Location Y

PFC_CRACK_LOCY

802

Float

Crack Location Z

PFC_CRACK_LOCZ

803

Float
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Parameter Name

enum declaration

Data Code

Format

Crack Radius

PFC_CRACK_RAD
IUS

804

Float

Crack Norm i

PFC_CRACK_NORMI

805

Float

Crack Norm j

PFC_CRACK_NOR
MJ

806

Float

Crack Norm k

PFC_CRACK_NOR
MK

807

Float

Crack Type

PFC_CRACK_TYPE

808

Integer

Table 2.8: Valid instrument data parameters for when a VVF is exported from a component
Block
Date/Time Stamp

Event Location

Parameter Name

enum declaration

Data Code

Format

Optional Integer Label

EVENT_LABEL

0

Integer

Identification String

EVENT_IDSTRING

4

String

Instrument Number

INST_NUMBER

101

Integer

INST_FLAG_IN_LOC

102

Integer

INST_FLAG_IN_SOURCE
PARAMS

103

Integer

P-wave Pick

INST_TRACE_P_PICK

104

Integer

P-wave Pick Amplitude

INST_TRACE_P_AMPPICK

105

Integer

P-wave Pick Velocity

INST_P_PICKVEL

106

Float

S-wave Pick

INST_TRACE_S_PICK

107

Integer

S-wave Pick Amplitude

INST_TRACE_S_AMPPICK

108

Integer

S-wave Pick Velocity

INST_S_PICKVEL

Float

S2-wave Pick

INST_TRACE_S2_PICK

Integer

Rotation Type

INST_ROTATION_TYPE

Integer

Rotation Algorithm

INST_ROTATION_ALGORI
THM

Integer

Reverse Azimuth

INST_REVERSE_AZIMUTH

Integer

Rotation Source Vector North

INST_ROT_SOURCE_VEC

Integer
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_N
Rotation Source Vector East

INST_ROT_SOURCE_VEC
_E

Integer

Rotation Source Vector Down

INST_ROT_SOURCE_VEC
_D

Integer

Rotation Linearity

INST_ROT_LINEARITY

Float

Single-station-locationDistance

INST_SSL_DISTANCE

Integer

Single-station-locationDistance Units

INST_SSL_DIST_UNITS

Integer

INST_PFREQ_PARAMS

Integer

INST_PLOWFREQ_PLATEAU

Integer

P-wave Manual Corner Fre
quency

INST_PCORNER_FREQ

Integer

P-wave Manual Energy Flux

INST_PENERGY_FLUX

Integer

INST_SHFREQ_PARAMS

Integer

INST_SHLOWFREQ_PAR
AMS

Integer

INST_SHCORNER_FREQ

Integer

INST_SHENERGY_FLUX

Integer

P-wave
Manual
frequency Plateau

SH-wave

Manual
frequency Plateau

Low-

Low-

SH-wave Manual Corner Frequency
SH-wave Manual Energy Flux
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Parameter Name

SV-wave

Manual
frequency Plateau

enum declaration

Low-

SV-wave Manual Corner Fre

Data Code

Format

INST_SVFREQ_PARAMS

Integer

INST_SVLOWFREQ_PAR
AMS

Integer

INST_SVCORNER_FREQ

Integer

INST_SVENERGY_FLUX

Integer

quency
SV-wave Manual Energy Flux

2.7.5

Implementation for InSite

For InSite a VVF is written depending on the available data in the event. Each event can contain parameters in
the range of data codes 0 to 424 given in Table 2.7.

2.10 The ASCII Trace File ATF
An ATF is a text data file containing a waveform (Figure 2.8). ATFs can be output from InSite, as well as imported.
They are therefore a simple method of sharing data between users, and between software, without giving an
ESF (Event Storage File).
The ATF file name has the following structure:
ComponentName_EventNumber_ChannelNumber.ATF
The first three lines are header lines.
Line 1 – the ATF version number
Line 2 – a string of initialisation parameters
Line 3 – the string [TraceData]
The lines following this contain the amplitude at each data point in floating-point format.
If the start time and lengths of the traces belonging to a single event are not uniform, waveforms are padded on
import to give the same absolute start and end times to all traces.
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Figure 2.8: ATF file format
The initialisation parameters in Line 2 are defined by a character name (case sensitive) followed by the parameter
value and are delimited by semi-colons (spaces can also be included). Valid parameter names are contained in
Table 2.9.
When InSite reads a raw waveform data format, the waveform amplitudes are often stored as a voltage. In the
ATF, the amplitude can be the voltage already converted to e.g. acceleration. The AmpToVolts parameter is the
scaling relationship that has been used to convert from volts, Vi, to the ATF amplitude, Wi.

Wi = [AmpToVolts] Vi

(2.1)

If, for example, the amplitude stored in the ATF is acceleration then AmpToVolts has units of m·s-2/volt. The
Receiver Properties set within InSite (see Section 3.4 of the User Manual) contain the parameters: receiver
polarisation, p; sensitivity, s gain, g. Amplitude scaling of the waveform (Wi) is performed using the following
equation. Thus, the AmpToVolts parameter is a combination of these three settings.
𝑉

𝑊𝑖 = 𝑝 ∙ 𝑠∙𝑔𝑖
(2.2)
[𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑇𝑜𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠] =

𝑝
𝑠∙𝑔
(2.3)

The TraceMaxVolts parameter is the voltage at which the waveforms would 'clip' and is generally the acquisition
range of the hardware used in the original monitoring. This is equivalent to the Full-Scale Volts parameter, Vmax,
on the Receiver Properties. The Clipping Amplitude is thus given by

Wmax = [AmpToVolts] [TraceMaxVolts]

(2.4)

When InSite reads a raw data format it scales the waveform amplitudes read according to the four parameters p; s; g; Vmax

set on the appropriate receiver in the Default Receiver Array. For an ATF, the parameters are explicitly set in the
file, so instead of copying across these parameters from the Default Receiver Array they are set directly from the
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information in the ATF. This means there is no automatic re-scaling of the waveforms when an ATF is imported,
but instead the waveform amplitudes stored there are used directly.
Amplitude re-scaling can be performed after importation by updating the receiver properties in the events (see
Section 3.4 of the User Manual).

Table 2.9: Valid initialisation parameters contained in an ATF.
Parameter Name

Format

Description

Date

MM-DD-YYYY

Date of event that waveform is from

Time

HH:MM:SS

Time of event that waveform is from

TracePoints

Int

Number of data points in the waveform

TSamp

Float

Sampling time on the waveform

TimeUnits

Float

Time units on the waveform
InSite’s valid time units include:
1.0
1.0e-03
1.0e-06

AmpToVolts

Float

Conversion factor used to scale the raw voltage to the contained amplitude Amplitude = (AmpToVolts)\Volts

TraceMaxVolts

Float

Maximum ± voltage scale for the receiver

2.11 Reading the Nicolet WFT File

It is important to have the WFT file names appropriately formatted so as to correctly read the data. The file name
defines whether the data is passive or active.
For a passive event the file name must have the following example format:
MyExp_nic10001.wft
This file name can be split into four parts.
MyExp_ defines the component name that the data will be read into. The underscore character
_ splits this from the rest of the filename.
1.
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nic1 (a four-character string) defines the Nicolet on which the data was recorded. This implicitly
refers to a receiving channel number as channel numbers 1-4 are contained on nic1, channel numbers
5-8 are contained on nic2 etc.
2.

3.

0001 defines the channel number and 'autocycle' number the file refers to.

0001 to 0004 refers to nicolet channels 1-4 in autocycle number 1.
0005 to 0008 refers to nicolet channels 1-4 in autocycle number 2.
0009 to 0012 refers to nicolet channels 1-4 in autocycle number 3.
Each autocycled file can contain more than one event. For instance, it is common to use a 20-event autocycle.
Event numbers 41 to 60 would then be contained in autocycle number 3. The waveforms for these events
recorded on receiving channel number 7 (nicolet channel number 3 on nic2) can then be found in the file
MyExp_nic2011.wft.
4. .wft is the extension of the file
A small utility program (WCopy) can be obtained by emailing support-asc@appliedseismology.co.uk to easily
format numerous file names into this structure.
For an active event the file name must have the following example format:
vel10207.wft

The file name can be split into four parts.
1.

vel1 defines the component name that the data will be read into (the survey base name).

2.

02 defines the transmitter number that the waveform data originates from.

3.

07 defines the receiver channel number the waveform data was recorded on.

4.

wft is the extension of the file.

The second and third parts therefore define the transmitter-receiver ray path on which the data was recorded.
Each WFT file has a text header that contains almost all the information that InSite requires to read and configure
the data. The header can be viewed by using the 'type' command at a dos console. Following the data is a binary
string containing the waveform data stored as 2-byte (16-bit) integers.
The Voltage Scale (Vmax) set on the Nicolets at acquisition time is not explicitly recorded in the WFT file header.
This Vmax is important so that the correct amplitude is defined on the waveform. InSite obtains this information
by implicitly assuming the following relationship,

Vmax = ±32768.0 Vnorm;

(2.5)
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where Vnorm is the voltage between 'normalisation levels' (as defined in the WFT file) and 32768 are the number
of normalisation levels in a 16-bit integer.

The Vmax is then automatically set on the receiver information when the data is imported. It is important to
recognise that the Vmax configuration for the channel that is read will then be different to the V max on the userconfigured Default Receiver Array. This can be checked by opening the Receiver Properties for that particular
channel.

If the user updates the receiver settings at a later date from the Default Receiver Array without considering the
true Vmax then the waveform amplitude will be automatically adjusted.

2.12 The FFT Format File

The FFT Format File contains an amplitude spectrum from a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This is described in two
columns delimited by 'tabs'. The first column contains the frequency component, and the second contains the
amplitude. There is one header line containing titles for the columns. The title of the amplitude column is defined
by the response type visualised in the FFT processor at the time of writing. Two additional columns are given in
the file for the real and imaginary parts of the FFT.

The FFT file name has the following structure:
ComponentName_EventNumber_ChannelNumber.FFT
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Figure 2.9: Example FFT file format.
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2.13 The Report RPT Format File

A report file is a text file containing detailed information output by InSite's processing algorithms. This gives the
user the ability to record and inspect the process of every calculation.

Figure 2.10: Example RPT file format

2.14 The Trigger Report File TRF

The Trigger Report File (TRF) contains basic information on each event contained in the project including date,
time and signal amplitude on each channel. When the trigger report file is written each event that contains
waveforms is interrogated. Components and events can be omitted from the process by disabling them in the
Data Visualiser.
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For each channel in the event a RMS (Root Mean Square) and Peak amplitude are obtained (Peak is from DC to
maximum). The information is then written to a column-format text file with one row being a single event. The
columns include (from left to right): Component Name, Date, Time, Event Number, followed by three-column
groups of Channel Number, RMS amplitude and Peak amplitude. The last two columns in each row are the mean
RMS and mean absolute Peak amplitude across all the channels.

Figure 2.11: Example TRF file format.

2.15 Event Parameters File EPF

An EPF file is an ASCII text file that contains event data in tab-delimited column format. Each line is a single event.
This file format allows easy data import into mathematical software such as MS Excel.
There are three header lines:
•

Line 1 is a description of the file

•

Line 2 is a description of the file version

•

Line 3 contains titles for every column delimited by a tab character

Each line contains data columns (
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Table 2.10) and ends with the character string "EOL".
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Figure 2.12: Example EPF file format

Table 2.10: Description of data columns contained in an EPF format file, version 2.12.
Column Title
Component

Parameter Description
Component Name

Date

Date of Event (DD-MM-YYYY)

Time

Time of Event

Event

Event Number

Label

Event Label

NP Picks

Number of P waves picked

NS Picks

Number of S waves picked

North

Location northing

East

Location easting

Down

Location depth

Units

Units of location (referenced to 1m)

T0 Time

T0 Time

LocMag.

Location Magnitude
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Column Title

Parameter Description

NLT

Number of arrivals used in the location

NIT

Number of independent sensors used

RMS resid.

RMS residual time

RMS error

RMS location error

%ISO, %DC, %CLVD
MTMom

Percentage decomposition of the moment tensor (MT)
Relative seismic moment from the MT

NA

Number of amplitudes used in inversion

TVal

T-value from decomposition

DTVal

Uncertainty in the T value

KVal

k-value from decomposition

DKVal

Uncertainty in k value

AResid

RMS amplitude residual

CondNo

Condition number

MT Component 1 - 6

Six Moment Tensor Components

MT Uncertainty 1 - 6

Six Moment Tensor Uncertainties

EFactor

RMS Error Factor

qIndex

Quality index

SMType

Source mechanism type flag
1 – double couple; 0 – exotic

MTDecom_FP1_Strike, MTDecom_FP1_Dip, MT - By Moment Tensor Decomposition, First fault plane azDecom_FP1_Rake
imuth, dip and rake (degrees)
MTDecom_FP2_Strike, MTDecom_FP2_Dip, MT - By Moment Tensor Decomposition, Second fault plane
Decom_FP2_Rake
azimuth, dip and rake (degrees)
Peig, PeigN, PeigE, PEigD

Pressure axis eigenvalue and eigenvector (NED)

Beig, BeigN, BeigE, BEigD

Null axis eigenvalue and eigenvector (NED)
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Teig, TeigN, TeigE, TEigD

Tension axis eigenvalue and eigenvector (NED)

LocErA, LocErAN, LocErAE, LocErAD

Location error ellipsoid – A axis magnitude and orientation (NED)

LocErB, LocErBN, LocErBE, LocErBD

Location error ellipsoid – B axis magnitude and orientation (NED)

LocErC, LocErCN, LocErCE, LocErCD

Location error ellipsoid – C axis magnitude and orientation (NED)

IMag

Instrument Magnitude

SMom

Seismic Moment

MMag

Moment Magnitude

Energy

Event radiated energy

StoP

S:P energy ratio

Radius

Source radius

AStress

Apparent stress

SSDrop

Static stress drop

Pfc

P-wave corner frequency

Sfc

S-wave corner frequency

2.16 Waveform Pick Results PED Format File

A PED format file is an ASCII text file that contains channel information for every event. On exporting the file the user
is asked to choose the channel parameter type to be written out. Only one parameter type can be written. This file
format gives a simple method of exchanging channel data between software.
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Figure 2.13: Example PED file format.
The available parameters include the following:
•

P-wave Arrival Time from Pick

•

S-wave Arrival Time from Pick

•

Waveform RMS Amplitude

•

Waveform Peak Amplitude

•

Time of Waveform Peak

•

Frequency at Waveform Peak

•

Signal to Noise

•

P-wave Amplitude Pick Time

•

P-wave Amplitude from Pick

•

S-wave Amplitude at Pick Time

•

S-wave Amplitude from Pick

•

P-wave Velocity from Pick

•

P-wave Amplitude from Picking Window

•

S-wave Velocity from Pick

•

S-wave Amplitude from Picking Window

•

CCR P-wave Arrival Time

•

CCR P-wave Arrival Time Difference
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•

CCR P-wave Velocity

•

CCR P-wave Velocity Difference

•

CCR P-wave Window Maximum Amplitude

•

CCR S-wave Arrival Time

•

CCR S-wave Arrival Time Difference

•

CCR S-wave Velocity

•

CCR S-wave Velocity Difference

•

CCR S-wave Window Maximum Amplitude

•

Rotation Source Vector North

•

Rotation Source Vector East

•

Rotation Source Vector Down

•

Rotation Linearity

•

Single-station-location Distance

•

P-wave Manual Low-frequency Plateau

•

P-wave Manual Corner Frequency

•

P-wave Manual Energy Flux

•

SH-wave Manual Low-frequency Plateau

•

SH-wave Manual Corner Frequency

•

SH-wave Manual Energy Flux

•

SV-wave Manual Low-frequency Plateau

•

SV-wave Manual Corner Frequency

•

SV-wave Manual Energy Flux

The File has three header lines:

•

Line 1 is a description of the file
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Line 2 is the channel parameter type that the file contains

•

Line 3 is a title line for the column data
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The data then follows the header lines. Each event is contained on a single line. The first 52 characters of the line
contain information on the event:
•

Component Name

•

Component Location (where available)

•

Event Number

•

Date (DD-MM-YYYY)

•

Time

Following the event information is the output parameter, where available, for each channel contained in a 19character block. The first three characters of each block contain the channel number. If no data exists for a particular
channel, then the block is output as blank spaces.

2.17 File for Mechanism Axes DIP format
A DIP format file outputs source mechanism orientation information to an ASCII text file. The format of the file allows
direct input into the DIPS program [ RocScience Inc., Toronto, Canada] enabling graphical display of the information.
The first eight lines are header lines describing the data that is included in the file. The data is then contained in five
columns.

•

Event number

•

Azimuth (degrees east of north)

•

Plunge (degrees down from the horizontal)

•

Axis label

•

Component Name

The user is given the choice as to which mechanism parameter to write to the file.
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•

Pressure, P axis

•

Null, B axis

•

Tension, T axis

•

Slip vector 1

•

• Slip vector 2
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Figure 2.14: Example DIP file format.

2.18 Column Format Survey File DCF
A DCF file contains survey data (components containing active events). The data is contained in space-delimited
columns. The file format gives a straightforward table of information that can be easily imported into
mathematical software such as MS Excel.
Each survey (component) is contained on a single line. The user selects the ray paths to export. These are defined
by a range of shots/transmitters (defined by the Event Number) and a range of receivers (defined by the Channel
Number). Each column then contains one Shot-to-receiver ray path described in the column title (e.g. 0002 < 001
denotes Shot 2 to Receiver 1).
The user selects which data parameter type, associated with the surveys, to output to the file. The file only
contains a single parameter type. When no parameter is available for a given ray path then the table position is
left blank (filled with spaces).

•

CCR P-wave Arrival Time

•

CCR P-wave Arrival Time Difference

•

CCR P-wave Velocity

•

CCR P-wave Velocity Difference

•

CCR P-wave Window Maximum Amplitude

•

CCR S-wave Arrival Time

•

CCR S-wave Arrival Time Difference
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•

CCR S-wave Velocity

•

CCR S-wave Velocity Difference

•

CCR S-wave Window Maximum Amplitude

•

P-wave Velocity from Pick

•

P-wave Amplitude from Pick

•

P-wave Amplitude from Picking Window

•

S-wave Velocity from Pick

•

S-wave Amplitude from Pick

•

S-wave Amplitude from Picking Window

The file has three header lines:
•

Line 1 is a description of the file

•

Line 2 gives the data type that the file contains

•

Line 3 gives a description of the columns

Each data line also contains information on the component including the name, date (DD-MM-YYY), time and
location (where available).

Figure 2.15: Example DCF file format.
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2.19 Stereonet Format Survey File SSF

A SSF format file contains data from a single survey (components containing active events). The data is contained
in space-delimited columns and is formatted so as to be easily read into stereonet plotting software.
The user selects which data parameter type, associated with the surveys, to output to the file. The file only
contains a single parameter type.

•

P-wave Pick Time

•

S-wave Pick Time

•

Waveform RMS Amplitude

•

Waveform Peak Amplitude

•

Time of Waveform Peak

•

Frequency at Waveform Peak

•

Signal to Noise

•

P-wave Amplitude Pick Time

•

P-wave Amplitude from Pick

•

S-wave Amplitude Pick Time

•

S-wave Amplitude from Pick

•

P-wave Velocity from Pick

•

P-wave Amplitude from Picking Window

•

S-wave Velocity from Pick

•

S-wave Amplitude from Picking Window

•

CCR P-wave Arrival Time

•

CCR P-wave Arrival Time Difference

•

CCR P-wave Velocity
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•

CCR P-wave Velocity Difference

•

CCR P-wave Window Maximum Amplitude

•

CCR S-wave Arrival Time

•

CCR S-wave Arrival Time Difference

•

CCR S-wave Velocity

•

CCR S-wave Velocity Difference

•

CCR S-wave Window Maximum Amplitude

The file contains two header lines:
•

Line 1 is a description of the file

•

Line 2 gives the data type that the file contains

The data is then contained in the following columns.
•

Azimuth of ray path (in degrees east of north)

•

Plunge of ray path (in degrees down from the horizontal)

•

The data parameter

•

The shot/transmitter number (defined by the Event Number)

•

The receiver number (defined by the Channel Number)

The ray path is defined as a straight line between the shot location and the receiver location, so as to plot on a
lower-hemisphere stereonet (plunge is always positive).
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2.20 Filter File FLT

A FLT file contains either a user defined time domain filter or a user defined frequency domain filter.
The main points to note about the filter file are:
•
The first line should contain either the text "Type:Time" for a time domain filter, or the text
"Type:Frequency" for a frequency domain filter.
•

The next lines in the file should contain the filter data.

•

With

a

time-domain

filter

(

Figure 2.17):
1.

Each filter data line in the file should contain two space delimited numbers.

2.
value.

The first column contains an x-axis value and the second column contains a y-axis

3.

There should be an odd number of filter data lines.

4.
The x-axis values should go from negative to positive integer values with an even
number of positive and negative values and one 0 value.
5.
It is important that the filter has fewer data values than the number of sample points
in a waveform that is being filtered.

The filter is applied to a waveform in the following way:
1.

We initially have two waveforms, the filter waveform and the channel waveform.

2.
We create a new filter waveform that is the same length (in data points) as the channel
waveform. The first part of this new waveform consists of the filter file's positive x-axis values. The last
part of this waveform consists of the filter file's negative x-axis values. The gap in between these two
parts is padded out with zeros.
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3.

We then perform an FFT on the channel waveform

and on the new filter waveform.
4.

We multiply the two FFTs together in order to convolve them.

5.
We then do an inverse FFT of the convolved waveform in order to get the filtered channel
waveform.
• With a frequency domain filter (

Figure 2.18):

•

1.

Each filter data line in the file should contain two space delimited numbers.

2.
value.

The first column contains a frequency value and the second column contains an amplitude

The filter is applied to a waveform in the following way:
1.

We perform an FFT on the channel waveform.

2.
We interpolate the data points in the filter using a spline so that we can get an amplitude for
every frequency in the filter's range.
3.
We multiply the real and imaginary parts of the FFT at each frequency by the amplitude
contained in the spline of the filter at that frequency.
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4.
We then do an inverse FFT to get the filtered
channel waveform.

Figure 2.17: Example of a time domain FLT file. Note: With this filter, every waveform must be constructed
from more than 11 data points.

Figure 2.18: Example of a frequency domain FLT file.
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2.21 CSV Event Data File

A CSV event data file is an ASCII text file that contains event data in comma-delimited column format. Each line
is a single event. This file format allows easy data import into mathematical software such as MS Excel.
There is one header line which contains titles for every column delimited by a comma character. Lines contain a
number of data columns (Table 2.11). Through the pop-up dialogue that appears when the user selects to export,
the user can select which blocks of information are to be exported to the file and can additionally select to only
export enabled and located events.
The CSV event data file can also be imported into InSite. In this case, not all columns need to be present, but the
header fields in the first row of the file must accord with the columns contained in the rows of data.
The CSV event data file can be used to update information for existing events in the InSite project. In this case
not all columns need to be present, but the header fields in the first row of the file must accord with the columns
contained in the rows of data. The events must be associated with valid ESFs.
Note: Distance and time units are set in the “Processing Settings” dialog. Distance units can be switched between
Metric and Imperial by navigating to the “Event Initialisation” tab and checking/unchecking the “Use Imperial
Dis-tance Units” check box. Distance units can be further configured to either “Kilo” (103), “Normal”, “Centi” (102), or “Milli” (10-3). Time units can be configured to either “Normal”, “Milli” (10-3), or “Micro” (10-6). Output
parameters using either distance or time will adjust to the type and magnitude.
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Figure 2.19: Example of a CSV format event data file.

Table 2.11: Description of data columns contained in a CSV format event data file.
Information Block

Column Title

Parameter Description

Number

Event Number

Component

Component Name

Date

Date of Event (DD/MM/YYYY)

Time

Time of Event (HH:MM:SS)

Dec_Sec

Decimal Seconds of Event Time

Local Time

Local Time of Event (HH:MM:SS.SSS)

Label

Event Label

P_Picks

Number of P-waves picked

S_Picks

Number of S-waves picked

Basic

Comp_Colour

Component colour Colour used in 3D visualiser and charts

Units
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Parameter Description

Units

North

Location northing

See note above

East

Location easting

See note above

Down

Location depth

See note above

Loc_Units

Units of location (referenced to 1m)

Loc_Error

Location RMS error

Num_Arrivals

Number of picks used in location algorithm (both P and S picks)

> Num_Ind

Number of independent instruments

Num_LR

Number of P-wavesource vectors used in
the location algorithm

Num_NLQ

Number of S-wave source vectors used in
the location algorithm

T0

Event location T0 time

Cluster_Index

Event cluster index

Num_Neighbours

Number of interacting neighbours

Cluster_ID

Cluster Label

Confidence

Confidence Number

Radial_Distance

Radial Distance

Loc_Mag

Location Magnitude

Mom_Mag

Moment Magnitude

Ins_Mag

Instrument Magnitude

Seis_Mom

Seismic Moment

Nm

Energy

Event radiated energy

J

Es:Ep

S:P energy ratio

P_fc

P-wave corner frequency

Location Data

dB
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S_fc

S-wave corner frequency

dB

App_Stress

Apparent stress

Pa

St_Sdrop

Static stress drop

Pa

Radius

Source radius

Mon_Dist

Mean ray path length

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

RMS_Noise

RMS Noise Level

P_Noise

P-wave Signal to Noise Ratio

S_Noise

S-wave Signal to Noise Ratio

PSH

Mean P to SH amplitude ratio

PSV

Mean P to SV amplitude ratio

SVSH

Mean SV to SH amplitude ratio

Residual

Location RMS residual in travel times

Ang_Residual

RMS angular residual from source vectors

SM_Data

Flag to indicate there is source mechanism data

%ISO

Percentage of isotropic component in the
moment tensor decomposition

%DC

Percentage of double-couple component
in the moment tensor decomposition

%CLVD

Percentage of compensated linear vector
dipole component in the moment tensor
decomposition

Source Parameters

Residual
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Parameter Description

Units

T_Value

T-value from source decomposition

K_Value

k-value from source decomposition

T_Error

Uncertainty in the T-value

K_Error

Uncertainty in the k-value

FP1_Azimuth

Azimuth of Fault Plane 1

Degrees

FP1_Plunge

Plunge of Fault Plane 1

Degrees

FP2_Azimuth

Azimuth of Fault Plane 2

Degrees

FP2_Plunge

Plunge of Fault Plane 2

Degrees

Amp_Peak

Peak amplitude of the event

Sensor units

P_AutoFunc

P-wave auto-pick function

S_AutoFunc

S-wave auto-pick function

Source Mechanism Data

Waveform Stats

2.22 CSV Instrument Data File
A CSV instrument data file is an ASCII text file that contains instrument data in comma-delimited column format.
Each line is a single instrument. This file format allows easy data import into other software.
There is one header line which contains titles for every column delimited by a comma character. Lines contain a
number of data columns (Table 2.12).
The CSV instrument data file can be used to update information for existing events in the InSite project. In this
case not all columns need to be present, but the header fields in the first row of the file must accord with the
columns contained in the rows of data. The events must be associated with valid ESFs.
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Figure 2.20: Example of a CSV format instrument data file
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Table 2.12: Description of data columns contained in a CSV format instrument data file
Column Title

Parameter Description

Comp

Component Name

Event

Event Number

Date

Date of Event (DD/MM/YYYY)

Time

Time of Event (HH:MM:SS)

Ns

Location northing

Es

Location easting

Ds

Location depth

Inst

Instrument number

Nr

Instrument position northing

Er

Instrument position easting

Dr

Instrument position depth

Np-ray

P-ray source vector north component

Ep-ray

P-ray source vector east component

Dp-ray

P-ray source vector depth component

Linearity

P-ray source vector linearity

Ptimepick

Instrument P-wave pick time

Stimepick

Instrument S-wave pick time

TPtimepick

Instrument theoretical P-wave pick time

TStimepick

Instrument theoretical S-wave pick time

PSH

Instrument P/SH amplitude ratio

PSV

Instrument P/SV amplitude ratio
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SVSH

Instrument SV/SH amplitude ratio

RayLength

Instrument to event ray length

RayAzimuth

Instrument to event azimuth angle (degrees)

RayTakeoff

Instrument to event takeoff angle (degrees)

2.23 Well Visualiser Object File

This CSV file is used to import the different well object types (formation tops, packers, sleeves, and plugs) into
the wells in Frac Manager. The file can contain all object types belonging to any well.

Figure 2.21 shows an example file with an object of each type.

Figure 2.21: Well visualiser object CSV file example

The first line of the file is the header, and each subsequent line contains data for a single well object. The columns
from left to right as shown below:
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Description

Format

Type

Object type ID string: FORMATIONTOP – formation top ob
ject PACKER – packer object SLEEVE – sleeve object PLUG
– plug object

Text string

Name

Well object name

Text string

OwnerWell

Owner well name – used to match it to an existing well in Frac Text string
Manager

MD

Measured depth – this value is used to interpolate along the Float
well trak to calculate the true vertical depth

Length

Object length

Float

Radius

Object Radius (does not affect formation top objects)

Float

ColourR

Red intensity (0-255) using RGB colour

Integer

ColourG

Green intensity (0-255) using RGB colour

Integer

ColourB

Blue intensity (0-255) using RGB colour

Integer

StartTime(dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss) The start time when the object appears in the 3D visualiser
in the playback function.
EndTime(dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss)

String

The end time when the object disappears in the 3D visualiser String
in the playback function.

2.24 PFC File Format

The PFC format is an ASCII text file used to import waveform data from Itasca’s PFC software. The file consists of
a three-line header followed by trace data arrange in columns.
Line 1 is the version number of PFC.
Lines 2 and 3 contain the event and trace information separated by commas (this information can be spread
across both lines and in any order).
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Header

Description

Date=DD-MM-YYY

Date in day-month-year format

InstrumentNums=int

Number of instruments (integer)

TracePoints=int

Number of points in each trace (integer)

TSamp=double

Sampling time (double)

TimeUnits=double

Time units (double) e.g. 1.0 is seconds

AmpToVolts=double

Amplitudes to volts ration (double)

TraceMaxVolts=double Maximum voltage of the trace (double)
TimeUTC=int

Number of seconds elapsed since midnight 01/01/1970 (integer) – this is used as the
start time of the event

Axes=int

Number of axes belonging to each instrument (integer)

Lines 4 downward contain the trace data. Traces are arranged by columns, that is column 1 corresponds to
channel 1, column 2 corresponds to channel 2, column N corresponds to channel N, and so on. The total number
of columns should be equal to the number of instruments multiplied by the number of axes each instrument has.
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The component name is set from the parent folder containing the PFC files and the event label is set from the
PFC file name. An example file is shown in Figure 2.22.

Figure 2.22: PFC file format

2.25 Waveform Parameters File
The Waveform Parameters file contains the waveform parameters for each trace belonging to an event. The file
is comma separated value (CSV) format. Each line represents the waveform parameters for a single trace. The
columns are as follows:
Column Name

Description

COMPONENT

Name of the component

EVENT

Event number

INSTRUMENT

Instrument number

TRACE

Channel/trace number

MAX_V

Maximum voltage of the signal

MAX_dB

Maximum decibel of the signal

COUNT

Number of threshold crossings

TIME_DURATION

Time between the first and last threshold crossing of the signal

TIME_RISE

Time between the first threshold crossing and the maximum amplitude of the signal

FREQ_AVG

Average frequency of the counts

FREQ_REVERB

Frequency of the counts after the maximum peak

FREQ_INITIAL

Frequency of the counts before the maximum peak

RA

Ratio of the rise time to the maximum amplitude

ENERGY

Measured Area under Rectified Signal Envelope (MARSE)
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Source Location Algorithms

Velocity Models
Simplex Routine
Geiger Routine
Collapsing Grid Search Routine
Analysis of Source Location Uncertainties
Post Analysis of Source Locations
Clustering Analysis Techniques
Relative Location Routine
Advanced Source Location Algorithms

3.1

Velocity Models

Homogeneous Isotropic
Time-Dependent Homogeneous Isotropic
Transversely Isotropic
Time-Dependent Transversely Isotropic

3.1.1

Homogeneous Isotropic

The homogeneous-isotropic velocity structure assumes a half space containing the source and all receivers. Each
raypath is calculated as a vector between the source and the receiver. Velocity is homogeneous throughout the
volume (i.e. no variations with position) and isotropic (no variations with direction). The following parameters
are then required:
•

P-wave transmission velocity

•

S-wave transmission velocity

•

P-wave anelastic attenuation factor (QP)
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S-wave anelastic attenuation factor (QS)

The anelastic attenuation factors are used in source parameter and mechanism studies.

3.1.2

Time-Dependent Homogeneous Isotropic

Identical to the Homogeneous-Isotropic model outlined previously, but a different model can be defined for each
time span. The model is input using a csv file which must have no time interval unaccounted for between the
earliest start time and the latest end time and no overlapping if the time intervals. To progress to another time
interval, the end time of the first must equal the start time of the next, and so on. The structure of the file is
outlined in Table 2.1. Note that the file is used for both time-dependent homogeneous-isotropic and transversely
isotropic models, but the anisotropy factors and directions are only used for transversely isotropic models but
must still be defined in the file when using the homogeneous-isotropic model (with any direction and anisotropy
factor =1).
Table 3.1: Time dependent homogeneous-isotropic model file structure
Column Number

Header

Description

1

VP

P-wave transmission velocity

2

VS

S-wave transmission velocity

3

PAni

P-wave anisotropy factor (Transversely Isotropic only)

4

Sani

S-wave anisotropy factor (Transversely Isotropic only)

5

Azimuth

Axis azimuth (from North) (Transversely Isotropic only)

6

Dip

Axis dip (Transversely Isotropic only)

7

Start_Year

Start time year (4-digit integer)

8

Start_Month

Start time month (2-digit integer)

9

Start_Day

Start time day (2-digit integer)

10

Start_Hour

Start time hour (2-digit integer in 24-hour time)

11

Start_Minute

Start time minute (2-digit integer)

12

Start_Second

Start time second (2-digit integer)

13

End_Year

End time year (4-digit integer)

14

End_Month

End time month (2-digit integer)

15

End_Day

End time day (2-digit integer)
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16

End_Hour

End time hour (2-digit integer in 24-hour time)

17

End_Minute

End time minute (2-digit integer)

18

End_Second

End time second (2-digit integer)

Transversely Isotropic

The transversely-isotropic velocity structure assumes a half space containing the source and all receivers. Each
raypath is calculated as a vector, r, between the source and the receiver, as in the homogeneous-isotropic
structure described above.
Velocity varies depending on the ray orientation through the volume with respect to an axis of symmetry. The
direction of the axis is defined by a vector, a, in a North-East-Down Cartesian coordinate system using an azimuth
from North and a plunge down from the horizontal.
The velocity (P or S wave) along the raypath (Vr) is given by:
𝑉‖ + 𝑉⊥
𝑉‖ − 𝑉⊥
𝑉𝑟 = (
)−(
) cos [𝜋 − 2𝜃]
2
2
⊥
(3.1)
where θ is the angle (in radians) between r and a. V‖ is the phase velocity parallel to the axis of symmetry and is
he input velocity used for homogeneous-isotropic. V⊥ is the velocity perpendicular to the axis and is calculated
using,

𝑉⊥ = 𝛼 · 𝑉‖
(3.2)
Where α is the Anisotropy Factor (allowed to vary in the range 0 <α<10). Thus, if α< 1.0 then the velocity along
the axis represents a fast direction and if α> 1:0 the velocity along the axis represents a slow direction. If α= 1.0
then V⊥ = V‖ and the velocity structure becomes homogeneous-isotropic.

3.1.4

Time-Dependent Transversely Isotropic

Identical to the Transversely Isotropic model, but a different model can be defined for each time span. The
structure of the file is described in Table 3.1.

3.2

Simplex Routine

Methodology
Specific Configuration Parameters
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Methodology

3.2.1

The Downhill Simplex Method (Nelder and Mead, 1965; Press et al., 1994) is an iterative procedure that searches
the error space for a minimum. The method uses a geometrical shape termed a simplex. In three-dimensions
this is a tetrahedron with each vertex defined by its spatial coordinates (x, y, z). The error space is calculated at
each vertex and, depending upon the relative values of the error space, the simplex is then instructed to move
or deflate for the next iteration. As such the simplex wanders around the error space until it settles into a
minimum.
The application of the method to seismic studies used here is developed from Chow (1992) and Falls (1993). An
error value is calculated for each arrival time (P or S-wave) on each sensor used in the algorithm, from the sum
of the travel-time residuals across the array. The error space at the given point in space is then the mean of these
arrival error values. The residuals can be either raised to the power of 1 (L1Norm) or to the power of 2 (L2Norm).
The P and S-wave errors can be weighted, in a relative sense, so as to diminish the effect of either of the phase
travel times.
An outlier identification procedure can be utilised to remove the arrival with the highest error above an error
threshold defined by the “Arrival Error Factor”.

Specific Configuration Parameters

3.2.2

There are a number of configuration parameters the user can set, as described in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Configuration parameters for the Simplex Location Algorithm
Parameter

Description

Example Value

Simplex Tolerance

The tolerance stops the simplex iteration when the fractional change 0.1
in the error space across the simplex becomes less than the tolerance
value.

LPNorm

Power to raise the travel time residuals.

1

P-wave Weighting

Relative weighting of the P-wave arrival errors

1.0

S-wave Weighting

Relative weighting of the S-wave arrival errors

0.5

Arrival Error Factor

The factor that an arrival error has to be greater than the mean error 2.0
to produce an outlier
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3.3

Geiger Routine

Methodology
Error Ellipsoids
Specific Configuration Parameters

3.3.1

Methodology

The Geiger algorithm solves for the origin time t0, and source location (x0, y0, z0), such that the sum of the square
of the residuals is a minimum, where the residual r is equal to the observed time minus t0 minus the calculated
time at (x0, y0, z0). The algorithm iterates towards the correct location using the magnitudes of the time
derivatives (the change in time for small changes in x, y, or z).
The routine uses SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) inversion from P- and/or S-wave arrival times. Advantages
of the Geiger method are: (1) The robustness of the inversion is estimated by the condition number, and (2)
advanced analysis of the covariance matrix can be made to give error ellipsoids ( X, Y, Z error estimates).
The Geiger method is an inverse least-square (L2 norm) problem. The source location is defined by four
parameters:
θ= (t0, x0, y0, z0)

(3.3)

Namely the coordinates h = (x0, y0, z0), and the origin time, t0.
The time residual, ri (where I equals 1 to the number of stations n) is the difference between the calculated arrival
times, Ti, and the observed arrival times, ti, corrected to the time zero of the event, t0:
ri = t i – t 0 – T i

(3.4)

The function relating the arrival times and the location is nonlinear since there is no single step approach to find
the best event location. The standard technique is to linearise the problem:

θ= θ* +Δθ

(3.5)

Where θ* is a source location estimate near the true location, and Δθ is a small perturbation.
Using the first term in the Taylor series expansion, the observed times may be approximated by:
𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡0∗ + 𝛿𝑡0 + 𝑇𝑖 (ℎ∗ ) +

𝜕𝑇𝑖
∆ℎ
𝜕ℎ
(3.6)

The time residuals at the location h are given by:
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Ri(h*) = ti – t0*- Ti(h*)

(3.7)

Combining the above equations gives:
𝑟𝑖 (ℎ∗ ) = ∆𝑡0 +

𝜕𝑇𝑖
𝜕𝑇𝑖
∆ℎ𝑟𝑖 (ℎ∗ ) =
∆𝜃
𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝜃
(3.8)

And in matrix notation,
r = A∙Δθ

(3.9)

Following Gibowicz and Kijko (1994), the minimization of the sum of the squared time residuals can be given by:

b = B∙Δθ

(3.10)

where b = ATr, and B = ATA and is termed the covariance matrix.
The Geiger location is found by choosing a starting location, solving the matrix problem (e.g. by Singular Value
Decomposition) for Δθ, and then iterating until this adjustment parameter reaches a user set minimum.

Error Ellipsoids

3.3.2

Examples of data analysis using error ellipsoids can be seen in Young et al. (2002).
The solution covariance matrix, ε, for the source location can be determined by Aki and Richards (2002):
ε= σ2∙B-1

(3.11)

Where σ is the data variance.
2

Jones and Stewart (1997) just consider the 3D spatial uncertainty ellipsoid, and apply a scaling factor, χ32(α), to
the calculation:
εs = σ2 Bs-1 χ32
(3.12)
where the subscript s denotes the spatial partition, and χ 32(α) is the value of the χ2 distribution with degrees of
freedom for some confidence level α.

εs is a 3x3 matrix which can be diagonalized (e.g. using Householder Reduction), with the resulting diagonal
elements being the solution variance. The square roots of these three diagonal elements are used to define the
uncertainty ellipsoid in terms of the maximum, intermediate, and minimum error magnitudes (e1, e2, e3) and
directions.

Pavlis (1986) notes that for a single event least squares source location estimate, the total error is a combination
of three terms: (1) measurement error, (2) velocity model error, and (3) a nonlinear term. As a first assumption
many studies choose to ignore the terms 2 and 3 suggesting that the main source of error is from measurement
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uncertainty. Jones and Stewart (1997) use this
assumption and estimate the data variance from the standard error of the location residuals:
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑟𝑖2
𝜎2 =
𝑛−4
(3.13)

3.3.3

Specific Configuration Parameters

There are a number of configuration parameters the user can set.
Table 3.3 gives a description of each.
Table 3.3: Configuration parameters for the Geiger Location Algorithm
Parameter

Description

Default Value

Geiger Tolerance

Criteria for convergence. The summation of the differences
between (x0, y0, z0) from two successive iterations needs to
be less than the ‘Tolerance’ for a successful convergence.

1.0 in distance units

Step Size

Used in the time derivative calculation. Rule of thumb: For
0.1 in distance units
functions whose characteristic scale [e.g. x, y, or z] is of order
unity, the ‘Step Size’ is typically set to be a few tenths.

Maximum Iterations

On rare occasions, the Geiger routine can end up in an infinite 100
loop never reaching convergence, and the Maximum Iterations
parameter is used to stop this. If the maximum number of iterations is reached with no convergence, then residuals are
calculated using the final source location, and the arrival time
from the P- or S-wave with the highest residual is dropped.
The Geiger routine then begins again from the starting location. If maximum iterations is reached again, then a second
arrival time is dropped, and the routine restarts. If maximum
iterations is reached for a third time, then the Geiger routine
gives up, and says that no source location can be found.

Condition Number Limit An idea of the robustness and reliability of the inversion pro- 10000000
cess, related to how well conditioned the set of linear equa
tions is. The lower the number the better, minimum is 1. In
relation to the source location routine, it has a proportionality
to the completeness of the seismic array geometry. Recom
mendation is to set this limit high so you do not initially exclude
any data. Then analyse and compare the condition numbers
from different events to look for outliers (possible data to ex
clude or to check the picks).
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3.4

Collapsing Grid Search Routine

A collapsing grid search algorithm, using a single-velocity model, is implemented within InSite’s Location Tool. In
this case the algorithm operates in a similar manner to both the Geiger and Simplex algorithms in that:
1.
the algorithm calculates a single velocity for a ray path defined between a position P and a
receiver R;
2.
the ray path is calculated as the three-dimensional vector (with azimuth, plunge and length)
connecting the two positions P and R (i.e. a direct ray path);
3.
the velocity for the ray path can be calculated using either the homogeneous-isotropic or
transversely-isotropic velocity models defined by the user on the Transmission Medium dialogue box.
The algorithm searches a three-dimensional space defined by the user for the minimum misfit between the
measured travel times picked for every receiver and the theoretical travel times calculated from the ray path
and given velocity model. The search is performed over a regularly spaced grid.
Grid search algorithms are notoriously slow to perform in three dimensions because the algorithm must search
every depth position within every easting position within every northing position. For a regular grid of equal
dimensions, the number of searches to perform is thus N3, where N is the number of 3D-location nodes in each
direction. For a location resolution of 1m in a 1km location cube the algorithm must therefore search 10 9 (1
billion) times, resulting in time consuming computations.
InSite therefore uses a collapsing approach in order to produce a more efficient grid search algorithm. In this
case an initial course grid is first searched for the minimum misfit position, Em1. The algorithm then assumes that
this minima is spatially close to the global minima and automatically generates a smaller and finer grid (a
collapsed grid) around this position. The minimum misfit within this grid is then found, Em2, and another
collapsed grid defined. The algorithm continues until a user-specified location resolution is obtained.
The algorithm assumes that the deepest minima it finds within a particular grid is not a local minima positioned
at some distance from the required global minima. For a poor array geometry (where local minima might be
expected) a user can mitigate against being caught by local minima by defining the extent to which the grid is
collapsed (the Collapsing Buffer) and thus the size of volume in which the new search is performed. Larger
collapsed grids result in more collapsing loops and thus longer computations.
The user defines the following configuration parameters on the Location Algorithm Properties dialogue:
1.

The Northing, Easting and Depth limits of the grid-search volume;

2.

The Cell Dimension (Dc1) – the starting cell dimension for the initial coarse grid;

3.

The Desired Resolution – the final resolution the user wishes to obtain;

4.

The Collapsing Buffer (Bc) – the half-width, in uncollapsed cells, of the new collapsed grid.

A collapsed grid has a size (volume limits) and cell dimension defined by the previous grid. The dimension of a
collapsed cell is given by
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𝐷𝐶𝑖+1 =

𝐷𝐶𝑖
𝑅
(3.14)

where Dci is the Cell Dimension of the previous grid and R is the Collapsing Ratio.
The starting grid defined by the user can have any cuboid volume (rectangular prism), whereas collapsed grids
are always a cube with side length given by
Dgi+1 = N∙Dci+1:

(3.15)

, where N is the average number of axial cells in the starting grid. The number of axial cells along each direction
(North, East and Down) in the starting grid is e.g. Dx and must always be 10. The cubic collapsed grid is defined Dc1
by

the

user-specified

Collapsing

Buffer,

Bc,

as

illustrated

in

Figure 3.1, where Bc is the half-width of the new grid measured in number of uncollapsed cells. The new grid
thus has a side length of Dgi+1 = 2∙Bc∙Dci centred on a given position in the uncollapsed grid. Thus, if Bc = 1 then
the new collapsed grid has a volume consisting of 8 uncollapsed cells (2x2x2) centred on the given position. If Bc
= 2 then the new collapsed grid consists of 64 uncollapsed cells (4x4x4) and so forth.
The Collapsing Ratio, R, defines the collapsed Cell Dimension with respect to the uncollapsed cell (

Figure 3.1).
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The ratio is defined by:
𝑅=

𝑁
2 ∙ 𝐵𝐶
(3.16)

The Collapsing Ratio must always have a value R≥2.0 to ensure effective and efficient collapsing.

Figure 3.1: Definition of a collapsed grid volume

3.5

Analysis of Source Location Uncertainties

Two standard parameters are produced from the location algorithm to give a simple estimate of the location
accuracy.
Residuals and the RMS Residual
The RMS Error

3.5.1

Residuals and the RMS Residual

A residual, ΔTi, is calculated for each arrival time (P or S-wave) used in the location. The residual is the difference
between the measured arrival time and the theoretical time calculated from the source location. The RMS
Residual is then given by:
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𝑃

∆𝑇𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 0.5 (√

𝑆

𝑆
𝑃
∑𝑖=𝑁
∑𝑖=𝑁
𝑖=1 ∆𝑇𝑖
√ 𝑖=1 ∆𝑇𝑖 )
+
𝑁𝑃
𝑁𝑆

(3.17)
where NP is the number of P-wave arrivals over the array. NB: The 0.5 multiplication factor is dropped if there
are zero P or S-wave arrivals used

3.5.2

The RMS Error

A source location error estimate is calculated from the residuals knowing the velocity structure of the medium
𝑃

𝐸𝑅𝑀𝑆

= 0.5 (√

𝑆

𝑆
𝑃
∑𝑖=𝑁
∑𝑖=𝑁
𝑖=1 ∆𝑇𝑖
√ 𝑖=1 ∆𝑇𝑖 𝑣𝑆 )
𝑣
+
𝑃
𝑁𝑃
𝑁𝑆

(3.18)
NB: the 0.5 multiplication factor is dropped if there are zero P or S-wave arrivals used

3.6

Post Analysis of Source Locations

A number of the calculated output variables can be used to filter the source locations to isolate the locations
with the highest accuracy. The source location error (or average residual) can be used with lower values generally
representing more accurate source locations. However, it should be noted that the location error will generally
be smaller if for example 5 arrivals times are used compared to 15 arrival times. Therefore, it is also important
to consider the number of arrival times used (accounting for the arrival times dropped).

3.7

Clustering Analysis Techniques

A large seismic data set can be difficult to interpret since the location error on each event is different and may
vary significantly. Clustering, also known as collapsing, techniques are a method of perturbing events within their
uncertainty ellipsoids, to search for structures (such as faults) in a dataset.
The method makes two main assumptions. The first is that each event analysed has an accurately calculated uncertainty ellipsoid. The second is that structures in a seismic data set are as simple as possible. One disadvantage
of this is that two closely placed fractures may show as one structure following clustering, if the corresponding
error ellipsoids are larger than the fracture spacing. The magnitude of the uncertainty ellipsoids is therefore a
major factor on the resolution of the technique.
The method used here is modified from Jones and Stewart (1997). The first step is to calculate the uncertainty
ellipsoid (equation) that bounds a required confidence level (i.e. a certain number of standard deviations). Jones
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and Stewart (1997) choose to use four standard deviations.
An iterative method is then performed consisting of an inner and outer loop. The inner loop involves:

1.

considering one seismic event location, the object event;

2.

finding all events that locate inside the uncertainty ellipsoid of the object event;

3.

calculating the centroid (mean location) of all these events including the object event location;

4.

moving the object event a fraction of the distance towards the centroid.

Jones and Stewart (1997) suggest using a movement factor of 0.61803 of the total distance to the centroid,
however they note the actual value does not seem to be critical. These four steps are taken for all individual
events, resulting in a set of new calculated locations (which may or may not be different from the original
locations). The outer loop involves calculating the total movement that has occurred, and if this value is above a
user set value, then the inner loop is repeated using the new event locations. It has been found that after each
successive iteration, the sum of the movements of the event locations is less than for the iteration before,
indicating the locations are collapsing towards stable positions. In comparison to the convergence criteria used
here, Jones and Stewart (1997) compare the distribution of event movements with a X32 distribution, and
continue the algorithm until a user set misfit is reached.
An important point about this method is that the uncertainty ellipsoid of an object event is always centred about
its original unclustered location, and therefore no event can move outside of its uncertainty volume.

3.8

Relative Location Routine

Methodology
Specific Configuration Parameters

3.8.1

Methodology

The Master event relative location method locates events relative to a previously located reference event
(master), the location of which is assumed to be accurate. This method assumes that the ray paths from the
master and process events to the sensors have approximately the same take off angle and traverse the same
structures. With this assumption, the differential travel times solely depend on the seismic wave velocity in the
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volume between the master and the relocated event
(Yang et al., 2002). These assumptions are approximately true if the hypocentral separation between the events
is much smaller than their distance to the sensors and the sizes of the inhomogeneities on the ray paths between
the event and the sensors.
The current version uses a set of P wave arrival-time differences recorded at stations i = 1,…..N between the
master and process event. The travel time for the master event r at station i can be written as (Gibowicz and
Kijko, 1994) :
𝑡𝑟𝑖 = 𝑡𝑟0 + 𝑇(ℎ𝑟 , 〈𝑚𝑖 〉) + ∆𝑇(ℎ𝑟 , 𝑚𝑖 ) + 𝜀𝑟𝑖
(3.19)

where tr0 is the origin time, T (hr, ‹mi›) is the theoretical travel time from hypocentre hr to station i calculated
using an average velocity model ‹mi›), ΔT (hr, mi) is the difference between the travel time calculated using the
average velocity model and the true model, and εri is the reading error (assumed to follow a Gaussian
distribution).
Similarly, for the process event we can write:
𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡0 + 𝑇(ℎ, 〈𝑚𝑖 〉) + ∆𝑇(ℎ, 𝑚𝑖 ) + 𝜀𝑟𝑖
(3.20)
The last expression can be approximated by its first order Taylor expansion around the reference event (with
hypocentre coordinates x0, y0, z0) as follows:
𝜕𝑇𝑖
𝜕𝑇𝑖
𝜕𝑇𝑖
𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡𝑟0 + 𝑇(ℎ𝑟 , 〈𝑚𝑖 〉) +
𝛿𝑥0 +
𝛿𝑦0 +
𝛿𝑧 + ∆𝑇(ℎ, 𝑚𝑖 ) + 𝜀𝑖
𝜕𝑥0
𝜕𝑦0
𝜕𝑧0 0
(3.21)
.

A discussion on the effect of neglecting the higher order terms in the Taylor expansion on the accuracy of the
relative location of teleseismic events can be found in Spence (1980).
Subtracting the above equation for ti and the equation tri we get:
𝜕𝑇𝑖
𝜕𝑇𝑖
𝜕𝑇𝑖
𝛿𝑡𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑟𝑖 = 𝛿𝑡0 +
𝛿𝑥 +
𝛿𝑦 +
𝛿𝑧
𝜕𝑥0 0 𝜕𝑦0 0 𝜕𝑧0 0
(3.22)
where ΔT(hr, mri) and ΔT(h, mi) have cancelled as we can assume that the process and reference events are close
enough so that the ray paths to station i traverse the same structure. In matrix notation can be written as:
𝑨𝛿𝜽 = 𝛿𝒕
(3.23)
where δt is the 4x1 matrix of unknown deviations from the reference arrival time t0, and hypocentre coordinates
x0, y0, z0 ; A is the Nx4 partial derivatives matrix and t is the Nx1 matrix formed by the arrival time differences at
the N sensors.
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If the velocity model described by the first arrival velocity (V Pi), the travel time equation for sensor I can be
simplified as 𝑇𝑖 =

𝑑𝑖
𝑉𝑃𝑖

, where di is the Euclidean distance between the master event and sensor i. Hence, the

derivatives in matrix A can be expressed as (Gibowicz and Kijko, 1994):

(3.24)

In the inversion, vPi, is taken as the average P-wave velocity in the volume around the master event, which is
similar to that from the Geiger procedure for single event location, however the solution vector does not
converge to zero, and no iteration is required in the process of reaching a solution, as the location of the master
event is assumed to be accurate. Also, the derivative matrix only has to be calculated once, as it depends solely
on the location of the master event and the array's sensors. The final relative coordinates of the process event
are t0 + δti, x0 +δxi , y0 + δyi and z0 + δzi. The vector is the solution of the system of linear equations

AT A δθ = AT δt

(3.25)

which can be solved using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) inversion as described in Press et al. (1994). In
this method, the matrix B = AT A is decomposed as the product:
B=U W VT

(3.26)

where U and V are orthogonal, and W is a diagonal matrix. The column matrix can be calculated as:
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δθ= V∙W-1 UT AT δt

(3.27)

The process follows two iterations. The second iteration rejects the instruments with large residuals, in order to
remove the effect of outliers in the final location. Removed instruments are those with residual:

ri ≥ r + α∙σr

(3.31)

where ri is the residual for the ith instrument, r is the median of residuals for all instruments, σr is the standard
deviation for the residual distribution. Α is a factor that defines the rejection level at standard deviations.

3.8.2

Specific Configuration Parameters

A number of configuration parameters described in the previous section can be set by the user.
Table 3.4: Configuration parameters for the Relative Location Algorithm.
Parameter

Description

Maximum Separation from Master Event (m) Limits the maximum distance from the master event for events
to be processed. This distance is dependent on the nature of
the experiment and needs to be at least an order of magnitude
smaller than the average separation between the master and
receivers. Formal location error is found to be dependent on the
distance to the master (Reyes-Montes et al., 2005)
Local P-wave Velocity (m/s)

Velocity in the volume between Master and Process events

Outlier Dropping Factor

α in ri ≥ r +α∙σr see equation (3.31).

Condition Number Limit

Similar to the number used in the Geiger_Routine.
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Advanced Source Location Algorithms

TravelTime Modelling Wavefront Construction
Tian Raytrace
VTI Tian Raytrace
Fast Sweeping Method
Source Scan Method

3.9.1

Travel Time Modelling Wavefront Construction

The travel-time modelling uses a "dynamic" Wavefront Construction (WFC) technique in two-dimensions (2D),
based on Vinje et al. (1993). The principle behind the WFC technique is to dynamically produce a grid of travel
times across the volume of interest. The grid is defined by a set of time "nodes" connected by wavefronts
and raypaths (

Figure 3.2). A wavefront consists of nodes at equal travel time and a ray path consists of nodes at equal take-off
angle. Time nodes are positioned in 2D space (distance from source versus depth) and are obtained by
propagating the ray path forward a small time interval t. One of the key features of the method presented by
Vinje et al. (1993) is that once two adjoining nodes are separated by a distance greater than a fixed parameter
DS, then a new time node is interpolated between the two nodes on the wavefront. Thus, as the ray paths are

stretched out by geometrical spreading new ray paths are brought into the grid so as to retain accuracy when
interfaces are met. This interpolation feature is included in the WaveBuilder algorithm, although other features
of the Vinje method have been adapted for more efficient processing. These most notably include:
•

Ray paths are propagated forward the small time step assuming a homogeneous path;

•
Ray paths are bent once a discrete interface is observed along the ray segment – bending
follows Snell's law and removes the requirement for a smoothed velocity model;
•

The wavefront segment between adjoining time nodes is linear.
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A time pixel is defined as four adjoining time nodes (on two ray paths and two wavefronts) – the travel time to
any position within the grid can then be calculated (

Figure 3.2) where the velocity within the pixel is assumed to be homogeneous.
The time grid is completely propagated across a 2D plane that extends from the instrument beyond the maximum
boundaries of a 3D location volume defined by the user. The time-node information is stored to a binary ALT file
(and to a TXT file if the number of nodes is sufficiently small, < 100000). Two examples of travel-time grids
produced by the WaveBuilder algorithm are provided in the user manual (section 7.4 of the user manual).

The time grid is completely "pixelated" by determining all time pixels across the plane. Information on the pixels
is stored to a binary ALP file and enables faster searching for any four bounding time nodes on the grid.
Finally, a "coarse" 3D location grid is defined through the location volume given by the user. Each 3D position on
the location grid is translated to a 2D position on the time grid and the bounding time pixel found. References to
the time pixels across the entire 3D location grid are stored to a binary ALL file.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of a travel-time grid produced through Wavefront Construction (WFC) in InSite. Wavefronts are
separated by a constant time difference, Dt. The inset box illustrates a time pixel bounded by four nodes.
The travel time to any arbitrary position on the time grid can be computed by calculating the orthogonal
distance, dp, from the wavefront tn. A homogeneous velocity is assumed in the time pixel.
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Tian Raytrace

This algorithm model travel times using a two-point ray tracing for a horizontally layered velocity model. The
method is based on the algorithm presented by Tian and Chen (2005), expanding the algorithm to account for
potential headwaves generated from total reflection at the interface of the different layers.
The algorithm loops through all grid points within the search volume computing the raypaths connecting to each
station, taking into account the diffraction at each interface. The algorithm searches iteratively for the ray
parameter p that solves the epicentral equation:
𝐿

∆= 𝑝 ∑
𝑘=1

ℎ̃𝑘 𝑣𝑘
√1 − 𝑝2 𝑣𝑘2
(3.32)

where L is the number of layers, ℎ̃𝑘 is the equivalent thickness (thickness of the portion of layer traversed by the
ray) and vk is the propagation velocity of the phase considered. The solution ray parameter p is constant for the
raypath and provides the take-off angle θk at each layer k (provided the wave velocity vk is known).
The algorithm also computes travel times for potential headwaves travelling up and down from the source. A
head-wave can be generated at every interface between two layers provided that there is a strong contrast of
transmission velocity, with higher impedance (lower velocity) in the second layer.
The final travel time is calculated as the lowest between that of the direct (refracted) ray and every possible
head-wave. The process is repeated following the same method for S-waves.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of a travel-time grid produced through Tian Raytracing

An extension to the Tian two-point ray tracing method allows for travel-time computation through a model of
parallel dipping layers. The ray tracing is performed in a section containing the receiver and source position. This
section is at an arbitrary azimuth to the strike of the layers and thus ray tracing is performed through interfaces
that have an apparent dip calculated from the provided strike and true dip.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of two-point ray tracing through parallel dipping layers. H1 to H4 are interface heights
vertically above and below the receiver.
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VTI Tian Raytrace

The general anisotropic medium is fully characterized by 21 independent elastic parameters. Following the Voigt
recipe, the four-order density normalized elastic tensor aijkl(i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3) can be expressed by a 6x6 symmetric
matrix:

(3.33)
The element of the Christoffel matrix Γ3x3 are given by

(3.34)
where p1, p2, p3 are the three components of the slowness vector p, i.e., the direction of the phase velocity and
normal to the wavefront. The matrix has three eigenvalues Gm(x, p) and eigenvectors gm(x, p) with x є R3, m = 1
for qP-wave and m = 2; 3 for two qS-waves. If the slowness vector is known at a given point x in the model, the
ray vector r = [r1; r2; r3]T generally not in parallel with the slowness vector can be calculated as (Cerveny, 2001):
𝑟𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 𝑝𝑙 𝑔𝑗 𝑔𝑘
(3.35)

.

The direction of the ray vector and the magnitude represent the direction and the value of the group velocity,
respectively.
Using the element values of transversely isotropic medium,

(3.36)
and the direction of phase velocity ( θ, φ), where θ is the inclination, i.e., the angle between the direction and
the positive vertical z-axis, and φ is the azimuth, i.e., the angle between the direction and the positive x-axis, we
can express the phase velocity for P, SH, and SV wave as a function of (θ, φ):
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(3.37)
Where

(3.38)

(3.39)
Where

(3.40)
And

(3.41)

(3.42)

We notice that the phase velocity is independent from the azimuth

in VTI media

Given the slowness vector expressed as

(3.43)
the value of the group velocity can be calculated from the above equation for ri. The phase velocity takes the
value from the above equation for c(θ) depending on the ray type of interest.
In the VTI Tian Raytracing method, the ray path from the Tian Raytracing method in isotropic media is taken as
the phase direction (θ, φ) and the group velocity is calculated in this direction. The travel time is then recalculated
based on the ray path and the group velocity for the ray path direction. This first order approximation works well
for weak anisotropy (see definition of weak anisotropy in Thomsen (1986), i.e. the error in the travel time is
usually less than 10 ms for weak to moderate anisotropic media. The Thomsen’s parameters (є, γ, δ) together
with Vp, and Vs along the symmetry axis is uniquely related to the five elastic parameters in the above equation
for AT I .
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Fast Sweeping Method

The isotropic version of fast sweeping method models travel times by solving Eikonal equation for a 3D
heterogeneous isotropic velocity model. The Eikonal equation belongs to the class of static Hamilton-Jacobi
equations. In seismology, it can be derived from the full elastic wave equation with the high frequency
approximation as expressed in equation:
1
|∇𝑇(𝑥)2 | = 2
,
𝑥 ∈ Ω\Γ
𝑐 (𝑥)
(3.44)
With the boundary condition:
𝑇(𝑥𝑠 ) = 𝑔(𝑥𝑠 ), 𝑥𝑠 ∈ Γ
(3.45)
where T (x) is the traveltime at location x, and c(x) are the propagation velocity, respectively, Ω= Rn for a ndimensional problem, and is the boundary with known function of g(x s). In the case of point source, the boundary
values are defined at a point for first arrivals.
There are generally two different methods used to solve a static Hamilton-Jacobi equation. One converts the
above Eikonal Equation from a static to time-dependent state with the level set method (Osher, 1993) or the
paraxial formulation (Qian and Symes, 2002). A variety of numerical methods can be applied to solve the timedependent Hamilton-Jacobi equations (see Shu (1997) and references therein). The other method is to directly
discretize the Eikonal Equation as a stationary boundary value problem and tracks the wavefront by following
the causality of wave propagation. The fast marching method (FMM) and fast sweeping method (FSM) fall in this
category. FMM was initially developed in the field of computational mathematics to solve interface evolution
problems (Sethian, 1996). Starting from the boundary, FMM stores all active nodes (the wavefront) in a heap
data structure named Narrow Band and uses an upwind finite difference method to calculate traveltime at all
the neighbouring nodes. To ensure the causality, only the grid point with minimum traveltime is updated and
the wavefront is moved one step forward. The complexity of FMM is O(N log N) for a N grid model, where O(log
N) is from the heap sorting algorithm. FSM (Tsai et al., 2003; Zhao, 2004) uses Gauss-Seidel iterations and
alternating sweeping orders such that each sweeping direction covers a class of wave propagation directions.
During each sweep, the traveltime can only monotonically increase to ensure the causality of wave propagation
and the complexity drops to O(N). We provide a brief description on how FSM is used to solve both direct and
reflected traveltimes from the above Eikonal Equation.
The gradient of misfit function of direct and reflected arrivals is then derived using adjoint method.
We apply the fast sweeping algorithm to solve the Eikonal equation with a point source in a three-dimensional
(3-D) medium:
1
|∇𝑇(𝑥)|2 = 2
, 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅3 \𝑥𝑠
𝑐 (𝑐)
(3.46)
𝑇(𝑥𝑠 ) = 0
(3.47)
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where xs is the location of the point source and c(x) is the

propagation velocity.
Using the first order Godunov upwind finite difference scheme (Rouy and Tourin, 1992), we discretize the above
equation as follows:
2

[

2

2

(𝑇(𝑥) − 𝑇(𝑥) 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 )+
(𝑇(𝑥) − 𝑇(𝑥)𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛 )+
(𝑇(𝑥) − 𝑇(𝑥)𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑛 )+
1
] +[
] +[
] = 2
∆𝑥
∆𝑦
∆𝑧
𝑐 (𝑥)
(3.48)

where T (x) is the discrete approximation at the grid x = (i; j; k), the indices of i; j; k are running from 0 to N p -1,
and T (x)pmin is the minimum traveltime value of two adjacent neighbours of T (x) along the axis of p ( p is x, y, or
z). For example, T (x)xmin = min (T(x +Δx, y, z); T (x-Δx, y, z)) . The Δx, Δy, and Δz are the grid intervals along x, y
and z directions, respectively, and the total number of grid points of the model is Nx x Ny x Nz. The superscript
'+' is an operator taking the positive value only and expressed as:
𝐴,
𝐴>0
(𝐴)+ = {
0,
𝐴≤0
(3.49)
where A is an arbitrary value evaluated by the operator. Note that one-sided finite difference must be used when
x is at the edge of the modelling region (e.g., x = (0, j, k) or x = (Nx-1, j, k)). In this case, the first term in the equation
becomes:
2

[

(𝑇(0, 𝑗, 𝑘) − 𝑇(𝑙, 𝑗, 𝑘))+
(𝑇(𝑁𝑥 − 1, 𝑗, 𝑘) − (𝑁𝑥 − 2, 𝑗, 𝑘))+
] 𝑜𝑟 [
]
∆𝑥
∆𝑥

2

(3.50)
Here, we start the array index from zero.
The fast sweeping algorithm can thus be implemented as follows.
1.
Initialize the point source condition T (xs) = 0 and assign very large positive values to the rest
of the grid points which will be updated.
2.
Update grid points with Gauss-Seidel iterations with 8 alternating sweeping orders. At each
node, the solution from equation 3.50 denoted as T* is compared with the old value (Told) and the
traveltime at this node Tnew is updated with the smallest value between the old and calculated
traveltime value, i.e., min(Told; T* ) . It is important to mention that the sweeping order is not necessary
applied in sequential order and can be performed in parallel on multiple processors.
3.
ε> 0.

Test the convergence by checking the criterion ‖Tn+1-Tn‖_L1 point-wise, for a given convergence criterion
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During the sweeping of the whole domain (step 2), a unique solution must be obtained from the equation to
update node T (i; j; k). The following algorithm (steps 2.1 to 2.3) is used to systematically find that unique solution:
2.1 Assign the values of T (x)xmin; T (x)ymin; and T (x)zmin to u, v, and w such that w ≤ v ≤ u and let T* = w + 1/c(x).
For clarity of annotation in steps 2.2 and 2.3, u, v, and w are intermediate variables used to store the values of
T(x)xmin, T(x)ymin, and T(x)zmin.
2.2 If T* is less than v, then T* is the solution. Otherwise, let,
𝑣 + 𝑤 + √−𝑣 2 − 𝑤 2 + 2𝑣𝑤 +
∗

𝑇 =

2
𝑐2

2
(3.51)

2.3 If T* is less than u, then T* is the solution. Otherwise, the solution is:
2(𝑢 + 𝑣 + 𝑤) + √4(𝑢 + 𝑣 + 𝑤)2 − 12(𝑢2 + 𝑣 2 + 𝑤 2 −
∗

𝑇 =

1
𝑐2

6
.

(3.52)

Here we show an example of seismic wave propagation in a 3-D layered media model comprising 106 grid points
obtained

with

the

fast

sweeping

algorithm

(

Figure 3.5). The iso-surface of different arrival times are rendered using different colours (

Figure

3.5a)

and

the

first

arrivals

are

obtained

at

each

grid

point

of

the

volume

(
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Figure 3.5b). In this example, the source is located at the (5, 5, 10) grid point and a total of 4 iterations were
completed on a single CPU in 7 seconds.

Figure 3.5: An example of seismic wave propagation in a 3-D model with 106 grid points. The traveltime is in
millisecond and the distance is in meter. The traveltime field is calculated in 7 seconds. (a) The isosurface of
different arrival times are rendered using
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Source Scan Method

Unlike the pick-based methods in previous sections, the source scan method is a waveform based microseismic
location technique. The development is motivated by the observation that first arrival picking is tedious and error
prone, even though certain improvement has been made in automatic phase detection. Instead of relying on the
time picks, the source scan method checks the fitness of the theoretical arrival to the waveform for every grid
point in the search volume and consider the grid that can maximize the fitness as the source location. The fitness
is defined as the stacked energy from the waveform. There are several variants of stacking in the literature for
the waveform-based location method. For example, the original source scanning algorithm (Kao and Shan, 2004)
stacks the absolute amplitude. The Continuous Map Migration (CMM) method patented by Schlumberger
Technology Corp (US7391675B2) stacks the STA/LTA trace instead of the raw waveform. Other waveform-based
methods stack Kurtosis trace (e.g. Langet et al., 2014), or weight the stacked energy by semblance (Huang et al.,
2013; Zhang and Zhang, 2013).

Figure 3.6: A cartoon demonstrating the search volume for travel-time table calculation for surface or
downhole monitoring. For single borehole (right), the azimuthal ambiguity can be reduced by including
source vector information.

The source scan method in InSite stacks semblance weighted auto-function of the waveform. The auto-function
is user defined. It can be the STA/LTA trace based on RMS waveform or waveform envelope, or the AIC trace.
Depending on the data quality, modified AIC and the STA/LTA trace are more robust that other methods. When
P-wave source vector is used, the match between the measured polarization and theoretical polarization is used
to further modified the stacked energy. The typical workflow is:

1.
Calculate a traveltime table for both P- and S-wave direct arrivals (e.g., fast sweeping method
for 3D het-erogenous model, or fast sweeping method for 1D layered model). For single borehole case,
source vector can be used to reduce azimuthal ambiguity.
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2.
For each grid point and each original time, align the
auto-function trace following the theoretical travel time. The semblance is measured for each grid point
and is multiplied to the 4D function S. The function S is then summed along the time axis. The maximum
stacked energy (the grid with the maximum value) is considered as the likely source position.
3.
If source vector is used, the difference between the theoretical polarization and the measured
polarization is applied to function S as additional weight.

4.
The theoretical arrivals from the maximum grid point usually match the waveform and may be
inconsistent with the polarity which is sensitive to signal quality. The uncertainty can be further reduced
by a conventional collapsed grid search.

Figure 3.7: The basic workflow of stacking.

To speed up the global search in step 2, the Gaussian Particle Swarm Optimization (Krohling, 2004) is used. Unlike
the conventional Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), the GPSO significantly improves the convergence
performance with less tuning parameters. For example, the inertia weight, the maximum velocity of the particles
and the accelerating constants required in PSO are no more needed in GPSO. Specifically, step 2 is further divided
into the following sub-steps:
2a. Randomly generate many particles, each with four attributes i.e. North, East, Depth and Origin Time. The
particles are uniformly distributed within the grid search volume. If no first arrival picks, each particle’s time
attribute also has a uniform distribution. Otherwise, the picks will be honoured in the search along time axis.

2b. For each particle, calculate the stacked energy. Each particle is aware of the global maximum energy and its
own best maximum energy in the past iterations.
3c. In the following iterations, the spatial temporal attributes of each particle are updated according to the global
maximum and its own best maximum energy. After certain number of iterations, majority particles will be
clustered in a single region. This location and origin time are thus considered as the position of microseismicity.
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As a demonstration, GPSO was used to find the global
maximum of the Rastrigin function (

Figure 3.8). With 50 particles, the global maximum was detected after a few iterations and the optimization
process converged after 80 iterations. The computation time increases with the number of particles and the
maximum allowed iteration number. Empirically, the combination of large number of particles and a small
number of iterations are effective for source scan problems to detect the region with global maximum before
convergence.

Figure 3.8: An example of GPSO searching for the global maximum in a space with numerous local minima.
The black dots are particles and the colour represent the value of the function. The global maximum can be
detected with a smaller number of iterations given sufficient number of particles.
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Source Parameter Algorithms

Data Initialisation for Automatic Source Parameters
Instrument Magnitude
FrequencySourceModel Parameters Calculated in the Time Domain
Calculation of Source Parameters

4.1

Data Initialisation for Automatic Source Parameters

Automatic source parameters are calculated at the end of the source location algorithm.
•

Source parameters are only calculated when the software is run in Instrument Mode.

•

Only instruments used in the source location are used in the source parameter algorithms.

•
The instruments must have a known response to either volts, acceleration, velocity or
displacement.
•
Velocity and displacement waveforms are obtained for each instrument automatically. A bandpass filtering of the waveform is performed.
•
The algorithms use the RMS Waveform generated from the M channels on the sensor (where
1 ≤ M ≤ 4).
The RMS Waveform is calculated using,
𝑊𝑖 = √

2
∑𝑚=𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑊𝑖𝑚
𝑀

(4.1)

where Wim is the waveform amplitude on channel m at data point i.
•
Automatic source parameters use a window of data around the P-wave and S-wave arrivals.
The windows are constructed using a front and a back-window length, with reference to the theoretical
travel times for the located event. The window extremities are displayed on the Waveform Visualiser.
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The theoretical travel times are calculated knowing the velocity structure of the medium and the source
and receiver locations.
•
Instruments that have 'clipped' waveforms are discarded from the algorithm. The criterion for
clipping is that the signal amplitude equals or exceeds the amplitude range of the receiver, set in the
receiver properties.
•

The source parameters can include a correction for anelastic attenuation by multiplying

measured signal amplitudes by the correction factor, Pk (see equation 5.3). This requires a single
dominant frequency input from the receiver properties.
•
It is possible to calculate all source parameters for an event using a single triaxial instrument,
however, in general, the greater the number of instruments used in the analysis the more accurate the
results as averaging reduces the effect of uncertainties.
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Instrument Magnitude

The instrument magnitude is calculated for every instrument using,
𝑀𝐼 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑟 ∙ 𝑊𝑉 𝑟𝑚𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ) + 𝐵

(4.2)

,where r is the source to receiver distance. A single instrument magnitude is calculated for the event by averaging
over the instruments used in the source location.
WV rmspeak is the peak signal amplitude (DC to peak) on the RMS Velocity Waveform.
A and B are user configured constants.
The magnitude is calculated irrespective of the number of channels contained in the instrument. This calculation
therefore makes maximum use of the data available across the array.

4.3 Frequency-Source-Model Parameters Calculated in the Time
Domain
There are three Frequency-Source-Model Parameters that must be measured for a phase arrival in order to
calculate a set of source parameters for an event (Collins and Young, 2000) :
•

Low-frequency Spectral Plateau

•

Corner Frequency

•

Energy Flux

These can be manually picked from a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of rotated waveform data, however this
requires lengthy manual processing. Urbancic(1996) provides an automatic method of obtaining these
parameters from the time domain waveforms. The method uses RMS Velocity and Displacement Waveforms on
a fully-functioning triaxial instrument. Both P-wave and S-wave windows are constructed around the arrivals and
the Low-frequency Spectral Plateau (Ω0c), Corner Frequency (f0c) and Energy Flux ( Jc) are subsequently calculated.
⁄

⁄

3 2
−1 2
Ω0𝑐 = √4 ∙ 𝑆𝐷2
∙ 𝑆𝑉2
𝑐
𝑐

(4.3)
f0𝑐 =

1 𝑆𝑉2𝑐
√
2𝜋 𝑆𝐷2

𝑐

(4.4)
𝐽𝑐 = 𝑆𝑉2𝑐
(4.5)
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The 'c' subscript refers to the phase type (P or S). SD2 and SV 2 are calculated using:
𝑖=𝑁
2
𝑆𝐷2𝑐 = 2 ∙ 𝑡𝑠 ∙ ∑ 𝑊𝐷𝑟𝑚𝑠
𝑖
𝑖=1

(4.6)
𝑖=𝑁
2
𝑆𝑉2𝑐 = 2 ∙ 𝑡𝑠 ∙ ∑ 𝑊𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
𝑖
𝑖=1

(4.7)

, where N is the number of data points in each waveform window.
WDrmsi is the amplitude of the RMS Displacement Waveform at data point i.
WV rmsi is the amplitude of the RMS Velocity Waveform at data point i.
ts is the sampling time used on the waveform.

4.4

Calculation of Source Parameters

?

discusses source parameter calculations and gives an example case study.

The Seismic Moment ( M0) is directly proportional to the low-frequency spectral level:
4𝜋𝜌𝑉𝑐3 𝑟Ω0𝑐
𝑀0𝑐 =
𝐹𝑐
(4.8)
Where is the density, Vc is the arrival velocity, r is the path length between source and receiver, and Fc is the
arrival's average radiation coefficient. The latter is user configured but is often assumed for a shear source as FP
= 0:52 and FS = 0:63 (Boore and Boatwright, 1984). A mean seismic moment, M0, for the event is given by averaging

all of the P and S-wave results across the instruments. A Moment Magnitude, M w, is then given by:
𝑀𝑤 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑀0 ) + 𝐵
(4.9)
Where A and B are user-set constants, often taken as A =2/3 and B= -6.

The Radiated Seismic Energy is given for each phase by:
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𝐸𝑐 = 4𝜋𝜌𝑉𝑐

2
∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝐽𝐶𝑛 𝑟𝑛

𝑁
(4.10)

, where N is the total number of instruments used (Collins and Young, 2000).
The total radiated seismic energy for the event is then E = EP +ES and the S:P Wave Energy Ratio is 𝐸𝑆:𝑃 =

𝐸𝑆
𝐸𝑃

Assuming a circular fault plane, the Source Radius is calculated from the corner frequency using:
𝐾𝑐 𝑉𝑐
𝑟0𝑐 =
2𝜋𝑓0𝑐
(4.11)
,where Kc is a constant. Madariaga (1976) gives average values for the constant as KP = 2:01 and KS = 1:32,
assuming a rupture velocity of 0:9VS.
A mean source radius, r0, is calculated for the event by averaging across the instruments.
Two estimates of stress release are then calculated; the Static Stress Drop, Δτ, and the Apparent Stress, τa,
7𝑀0
𝜇𝐸
Δ𝜏 =
3 𝜏𝑎 = 𝑀
17𝑟0
0
(4.12)
μ is the shear modulus for the material in the source region.
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Source Mechanism Algorithms
Inversion
Decomposition
Error Analysis
Fault Plane Solution from First Motion Polarities

5.1

Inversion

A Moment Tensor (MT) inversion is used to obtain the source mechanism of an event. This approach does not
assume a shear (double-couple) type mechanism, but can also resolve more complex mechanisms that might be
associated with, for example, opening and closing cracks. It is widely used in mining seismology (Gibowicz and
Kijko, 1994). The MT inversion procedure has been developed and tested using various data sets including Pettitt
(1998) , Young et al. (2000), Collins et al. (2000). The procedure follows earlier work by Stump and Johnson
(1977), De Natale and Zollo (1989), Feignier and Young (1993), and Ohtsu (1991).
Jost and Herrman (1989) give a thorough introduction to MT theory and the inversion of seismograms. The
method uses amplitude data taken from recorded waveforms and an estimate of the source-receiver
propagation effects to invert for the nine equivalent forces at the source. These are represented as a real and
symmetric 3x3 matrix, M. The MT can then be diagonalised into its three principal forces represented by three
eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. The eigenvalues give a measure of the source type (e.g. whether
the source is a shear crack or whether it has an isotropic component that might be associated with opening or
closing along it). The eigenvectors are the principal axes of the source and, depending upon the magnitude of
the corresponding eigenvalue, give the orientations of the pressure, p, null, b and tension, t axes. The pressure
axis is the direction of maximum compressive motion on the fracture surface and the tension axis is the direction
of the maximum tensional motion. The null axis is the vector orthogonal to both the pressure and tension axes
and in a double couple solution represents the direction where no motion occurs on the fracture surface. The
use of a moment tensor method gives the ability not only to see the location of damage within a rock mass but
also the micromechanics that are driving it.
The method applied here uses P-wave first-motion polarities and amplitudes. These are manually picked from
the recorded waveforms. Generally, first-break times are also picked, and the event relocated to get more
accurate source locations
Assuming a point source and a simple delta type source-time function then a set of recorded amplitudes can be
related to the nine equivalent forces at the source by the linear equation,
u = Gm

(5.1)
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,where u is a column vector containing the n recorded amplitudes, G is a nx6 matrix containing the Green's
functions components and m is a column vector containing the six required MT elements (only six are required
due to tensor symmetry).
The Green's functions take into consideration the radiation pattern of the source, the propagation effects along
the path and the receiver's response effects. We simplify these by assuming that the receivers are in the far-field
(usually estimated as 10 wavelengths) and that the propagation medium is homogeneous and isotropic. As we
use P-wave amplitudes from the time domain then G contains the P-wave radiation components which can easily
be calculated from the known locations of the source and receiver (De Natale and Zollo,1989).
Knowing the source-receiver path length, r, each amplitude in the vector u is first corrected for path and sensor
effects using
𝑢𝑘0 = 𝑆𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝑘 ∙ 𝐹𝑘 ∙

1
∙𝐺 ∙𝑢
𝐶𝑤𝑘 𝑠𝑘 𝑘
(5.2)

, where uk is the amplitude measured on sensor k and u0k is the corrected amplitude.
•
Sensor polarity, Sk – Sensors have different response polarities, Sk =±1. For a sensor that responds to a
first motion compression with a positive signal then Sk = 1. If the opposite is true then Sk = -1.
• Geometrical spreading, Gsk – A multiplication by the distance travelled, Gsk =1/ rk , accounts for the spread
ing of the wave's energy as it travels further from the source.
•
Anelastic attenuation, Pk – This accounts for dissipation of energy as the wave travels through
the medium. The amount of dissipation is described by the materials Attenuation Quality Factor, Qfk is
the dominant frequency of the recording sensor.
•
Free-surface amplification, Fk – This corrects for an apparent amplification of the wave as it
reflects at a free surface; θ is the incident azimuth, p is the ray parameter, and j is the angle of reflection
of a mode-converted Sv-wave off the free-surface (Aki and Richards, 2002). This correction does not
need to be applied to a sensor grouted into the medium as no free surface is present.
•
Receiver coupling weight, Cwk – This is an estimate of the sensitivity of a particular transducer
depending upon how efficiently it is coupled to the rock surface. It can be estimated from P-wave
amplitudes acquired from known seismic sources. The coupling weights for an array of sensors should
use Cw = 1.0 as a datum. Sensors with better coupling should have a weight Cw > 1.0 and sensors with
reduced coupling should have a weight Cw < 1.0.

1

𝑃𝑘 =
𝑒

−𝜋∙𝑓𝑘 ∙𝑟𝑘
𝑄∙𝑣𝑝

(5.3)
1
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑗
[( 2 − 2𝑝2 ) + 4𝑝2 (
)(
)]
𝑣𝑝
𝑣𝑠
𝑣𝑠
𝐹𝑘 =
−2𝑣𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 1
( 2 )(
) ( 2 − 2𝑝2 )
𝑣𝑝
𝑣𝑠
𝑣𝑠
(5.4)
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𝑝=

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑗
=
𝑣𝑝
𝑣𝑠
(5.5)

The matrix G can then be inverted using Singular Value Decomposition (Stump and Johnson, 1977) and the vector
m subsequently calculated. The six elements of m are then used to fill the real and symmetric 3x3 MT matrix, M.

5.2

Decomposition

The decomposition of the MT provides an analysis of the type and orientation of the source mechanism. Further
information for this procedure can be obtained from Pettitt (1998) .

5.3

Error Analysis

A quality assessment of the inversion is also performed. A higher quality solution will be more robust and have
less uncertainties associated with it. A series of parameters are provided to try to quantify the quality of the
solution.

1.
Amplitude Residuals - The resulting MT is used to calculate amplitudes expected at the array
of receivers. These are compared to the actual amplitudes recorded; the difference between the two
being the amplitude residual. Amplitudes that have a residual of > 0:2 should be checked and either repicked or discarded from the inversion. A final RMS Amplitude Residual is produced from all those used
in the inversion to describe the overall fit of the solution to the data.
2.
Error Factors - Estimated uncertainties in the amplitude measurements are compared to the
amplitude residuals from the inversion. Amplitudes that have residuals much greater than would be
expected from the uncertainties (Error Factor >>1) should be re-assessed. Nodal or small amplitudes
often produce very large Error Factors that are just an artefact of a small amplitude being used in the
inversion. An RMS Error Factor is produced for the final solution.
3.
Quality Index - The 6x6 co-variance matrix of the inversion is obtained. This assesses the quality
of the inversion of the Green's functions matrix, G and so does not consider the amplitude data. A poor
inversion is often produced when receivers have a poor focal coverage. In these cases elements in the
co-variance matrix become large. In order to reduce this assessment down to one usable value the
quality index is calculated, defined as the sum of the squares of the co-variance elements. A large quality
index is hence a warning of a poor inversion.
4.
Condition number - The condition number allows a qualitative assessment of the robustness
of the inverse method (how well it can tolerate a few bad data). Generally, condition numbers of a few
tenths to a few units indicate a very robust inversion.

The error analysis needs to generate an uncertainty in each amplitude reading used in the inversion. The
uncertainty must include a contribution from each of the corrections applied in;
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𝑢𝑘0 = 𝑆𝑘 ∙ 𝑃𝑘 ∙ 𝐹𝑘 ∙

1
𝐶𝑤𝑘

∙ 𝐺𝑠𝑘 ∙ 𝑢𝑘

(5.6)

, defined here. The total amplitude uncertainty Δu0k is estimated using
2

2

2

Δ𝐺𝑠𝑘
Δ𝐶𝑤𝑘
Δ𝑢𝑘0
𝜂𝑘 2
Δ𝑃𝑘
Δ𝐹𝑘
√
=
(
) + (
) +(
) +(
) +(
)
𝑢𝑘
𝐺𝑠𝑘
𝑃𝑘
𝐹𝑘
𝐶𝑤𝑘
𝑢𝑘0

2

(5.7)

.

The factor ( ηk/uk) is the inverse of a signal:noise ratio calculated from the waveform. The remaining factors are
contributions from each of the amplitude corrections. To simplify the analysis these are input simply as estimated
percentage errors. Pettitt (1998) assumed a 5% error in the geometric spreading and anelastic attenuation
corrections, and a 10% error in the free-surface and coupling weight corrections.
A statistical measure of the model fit in the procedure can then be obtained by calculating the standard
deviations,
σ[Mj] of the MT elements, Mj ( j = 1….m where m = 6). This then allows estimates of absolute error bounds to be
obtained for the source mechanism. From Stump and Johnson (1977) the variance on each of the elements,
var[Mj] is given by:
𝑛
2

−1
𝑣𝑎𝑟[𝑀𝑗 ] = ∑(𝐺𝑗𝑘
) 𝜎𝑘2
𝑘=1

(5.8)
where Gjk1 is the inverted Green's function matrix with j = 1…m rows and k = 1…. n columns and σk2 are the
variances on each of the n amplitudes, u0k.

The standard deviation on each of the elements can then be obtained as 𝜎[𝑀𝑗 ] = √𝑣𝑎𝑟 [𝑀𝑗 ].

As only a single measurement is performed for each amplitude, it is assumed that the standard deviations in the
amplitudes approximate to the estimated uncertainties in the amplitude measurements, σk2 ≈ (Δu0k)2.
A set of six standard deviations can then be produced for the six MT elements. Assuming that these standard
deviations accurately represent the uncertainties in each of the MT elements then we have Mj Mj where Mj is
one standard deviation. The problem now is how to represent uncertainties in the source mechanism from
uncertainties in the MT. To obtain a quantitative uncertainty is not trivial, as it requires propagation of the errors
through the complete decomposition process. Instead, an error space sampling procedure has been developed
(Pettitt, 1998). This consists of the following stages.

1.

The six MT elements, Mj ± ΔMj are sampled for every combination of the MT with elements

adjusted by + or -ΔMj.
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2.
For each sample, the MT is decomposed to get a mechanism type and associated eigenvector
orientations. This then gives a distribution of mechanisms that fit within the error bounds estimated for
the MT and is then an estimate of the error space in the solution.
3.
The error space is represented as standard deviations in each of the key parameters, calculated
from the variance in the set of solutions.

5.4

Fault Plane Solution from First Motion Polarities

The solution for the fault plane is also calculated using the first-motion polarities of the P-waves. This method is
widely used in seismology and examples applied to different scales can be found in the literature (e.g. Gibowicz
and Kijko (1994), Udias (1989)).
The program searches for the pair of orthogonal nodal planes that optimally separates the first motions into
compressional and tension quadrants on the focal sphere. Following this search, the program selects all potential
solutions with the minimum number of misfits (stations with polarity reversed with respect to the quadrant's).
The solution presented in the visualiser and rpt file is the closest solution to the average of all solutions with
minimum number of misfits. Apart from the two orthogonal nodal planes, the following results are also output
in the Mechanism visualiser:

•

B axis: the intersection of the two nodal planes, representing the null axis.

•
P axis: the compression axis, situated in the tension quadrant and oriented at 45 with respect
to both nodal planes.
•
T axis: the tension axis, situated in the compressional quadrant and oriented at 45 with respect
to both nodal planes.
•

X1 and X2: normal vectors to the solution nodal planes, also interpreted as the slip vectors.
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Cross-Correlation Algorithms

Introduction to the CCR Technique
Description of the CCR procedure
Data Input
Construction of the CCR Data Arrays
CCR Processing
Velocity Calculations
Data Output
Testing of the CCR Routines

6.1

Introduction to the CCR Technique

A cross-correlation approach has been developed to provide accurate and precise measurements of velocity
change between active (velocity) surveys. The approach has been developed for measuring both P-wave and Swave velocity change in laboratory experiments and in situ investigations of rock and concrete structures.
The cross-correlation method was first developed for velocity surveys conducted in laboratory experiments and
in the Zone of Excavation Damage Experiment (ZEDEX) at SKB's Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL). The method
was then developed further to give an automatic approach to velocity survey processing, whereby hundreds of
surveys taken over months or years could be processed without time-consuming manual picking, but with higher
accuracy than would have been achieved if manual picking had been used. The approach has subsequently been
applied to further investigations at AECL's Underground Research Laboratory, Canada and at the HRL. An
example application is described in Pettitt et al. (2002).
There are two principal objectives in the cross-correlation (CCR) technique.
•
Very precisely measure the time shift of two P-wave (or S-wave) arrivals along the same ray
path but at different acquisition times. This could be, for instance, velocity surveys recorded before and
after excavation close to the ray path position. The advantage of the technique is that by mathematically
comparing the two arrivals a much more precise and accurate time difference is measured than if both
arrivals were manually picked. This is because each manual pick has a relatively large uncertainty due
to where the operator can visibly pick the arrival time from the noise level. By over-sampling the data
the CCR is able to measure a time shift that can be smaller than a single real sample point. Such high
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precision is required so as to obtain sensitivity to small changes in apparent velocity. These small
changes may actually be associated with high changes in absolute velocity that occur along only a small
portion of the ray path. A drop of e.g. 300m/s along 5% of a ray path in granite will be observed as
approximately 15m/s in the apparent velocity.

•
Provide a method of measuring velocity changes automatically across numerous velocity
surveys performed during an experiment. The CCR approach uses a window of waveform data around
the Pwave (or S-wave) arrival and mathematically compares it to a similar window of data around the
arrival on a pre-defined reference survey. The windows are constructed around picks of the arrival time.
The time picks can either be manually picked, or picked through an automatic picking algorithm. Current
automatic picking algorithms can pick arrivals (on clear P- or S-waves) to within approximately one
eighth of a cycle, depending on the data quality. This is far too inaccurate to generate meaningful
velocity measurements directly from the times of the automatic picks. Testing has shown that using
CCR, automated picks will produce output velocities that are generally identical to velocities calculated
from a CCR using manual picks. This is because a CCR window generated around an automatic pick does
not differ considerably to one generated around a manual pick. As such the CCR approach is a good
method of providing velocities automatically from P- or S-wave arrivals.

The CCR technique has also been extended so that it can be used on passive events for “Master Event Source
Location”. In this case, waveform arrivals on individual events are compared with a Master Event. No velocity
information is generated, but instead the CCR travel times that are obtained are made available for input into
the source location algorithm. This results in more accurate source locations of events relative to the location of
the Master, and hence is ideal for investigating more detailed structure in clusters of events.

6.2

Description of the CCR procedure
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The data processing functions performed during the

complete CCR procedure are shown in
Figure 6.1. The procedure can be split into five main components that are described in more detail here.

1.

Data input

2.

CCR Data Array construction

3.

CCR processing

4.

Velocity calculations

5. Data output
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Figure 6.1: The principal data processing functions performed during the CCR procedure.
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Data Input

The following data are required.
Trace Data
Source and Receiver Parameters
Configuration Parameters
Configuration Flags

6.3.1

Trace Data

Two waveforms are required; the Reference Waveform and the Process Waveform (a 'waveform' is an amplitude
time series). The waveforms will each have a window constructed around the phase arrival of interest, and the
data within the windows will be cross-correlated. Data manipulation functions, such as frequency filtering,
should be performed before the waveform is passed to the CCR functions.
Each waveform is just one member of a set of data. This is collectively known as a 'Trace'. In addition to the
waveform each Trace includes the following input parameters:

•

The number of data points in the waveform

•

The sampling frequency on the waveform

•

The first-break pick time, TB

•

The amplitude pick time, TA (if necessary)

•

The time-zero, T0

The first-break pick time on the Reference Waveform is used to generate absolute velocities for both the
Reference and Process traces. Hence, this arrival time should be as accurate a representation of the true arrival
time as possible so as to provide accurate absolute velocities. The first-break pick time on the Process Waveform
is not used to produce a velocity (this is calculated from the CCR), however it is often used to produce a Trace
Window (Table 6.1)
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Source and Receiver Parameters

To calculate the orientation and length of the ray path the source and receiver must be defined. The following
inputs are required for each.

6.3.3

•

The ( X, Y, Z) coordinates of the source/receiver location in a North-East-Down (NED) system.

•

The ( i, j, k) direction cosines defining the sensor orientation vector (if necessary).

•

The coordinate units as a multiple of metres (e.g. 1000 for kms)

•

The sensor diameter (if necessary)

Configuration Parameters

To process the CCR the routines require some additional parameters.

6.3.4

•

The front window length, ΔTf (if necessary)

•

The back window length, ΔTb (if necessary)

•

The window size expansion (if necessary)

•

The sampling frequency of the spline function to apply to the waveforms (if necessary)

Configuration Flags

The CCR routines have a number of options that can be applied to the procedure. These options are set through
the following flags.
•

The type of Trace-Window construction method

•

The type of Trace-Window adjustment when producing the CCR Data Array

•

Whether to fit a spline function to the waveforms

•

Whether to convert the waveform data to absolute values

•

Whether to raise the waveform data to a power
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Construction of the CCR Data Arrays

Window construction
Waveform signal processing
Filling the CCR Data Array

A CCR Data Array contains the time-series data from around a defined arrival on a waveform. In the CCR
algorithm two sets of time-series data are mathematically compared to produce a CCR Function (this is explained
in later sections). The maximum positive peak in the CCR Function corresponds to a time-shift at which the two
sets of time-series data are most similar. When comparing arrivals along the same ray path but from two
different seismic surveys, the time shift represents a change in velocity between the surveys.

The time-series data input into the CCR algorithm could be the complete raw waveform, however this may
produce a meaningless result as seismic waveforms are complex and contain many phases, reflections, and
scattered energy that would complicate the CCR function and hide the result for the phase of interest. The timeseries data must also be manipulated so that the CCR algorithm does not produce mathematical artefacts from
frequency end effects generated from an abrupt ending of the time-series data. Therefore, only a small portion
of the waveform containing the phase of interest is used in the CCR. This has an additional benefit of significantly
reducing the processing time. The following procedure is used to produce a CCR Data Array that is a window of
the waveform that includes the complete phase arrival of interest.
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Figure 6.2: The procedure for construction of CCR Data arrays from input Trace data.
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Window construction

A Trace Window is constructed that defines the start and end of the waveform data that is of interest (time T S
and TE respectively). Two methods have been written that produce a Trace Window: the 'FrontWin/BackWin
method' and the 'Rise-time method'.
The FrontWin/BackWin method and the Rise-time method describe the two window construction methods and

the parameters that must be initialised when using each. Both methods use the first-break pick times from the
two traces, so it is essential that these are initialised. It is not essential that the pick time(s) on the Process
Waveform is accurate as long as a) the window size is configured so as to consider uncertainties in the picking,
or b) a suitable window adjustment criteria (Table 6.1) is set. Both window construction methods produce a
window size that is configured by the user. The user can therefore choose how much of the arrival to include in
the CCR. From experience, it is advised that the window size is: a) sufficient that at least the first half a wavelength
of the arrival is included and;
b)
the window is not too large to include numerous artefacts in the wavetrain and that will
considerably slow the processing.
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Window Comparison Criteria

Usefulness of the Comparison Criteria

Set individual Trace Windows

A Trace Window is set on each waveform using one
of the methods described in the text. This is the normal operating mode when good manual time picks are
obtained for both Reference and Process waveforms.

Set a joint Trace Window

The start and end times for both Trace Windows are
set to the minimum and maximum of the two individual
Trace Windows. This is useful when an auto-picking al
gorithm is used that may occasionally pick at a slightly
later or slightly earlier time on the Process waveform
as it provides a better opportunity for the arrival to be
completely included in the window.

Set the Process Trace Window to the Reference Trace The start and end times for both the Trace Windows
Window
are set to the Reference Trace Window (the Process
Trace Window is ignored). This is useful when the arrival on the Process Waveform is guaranteed to be in
the Reference Trace Window, but auto-picking the Process Waveform gives spurious arrival times.
Use a fixed window length

This is only useful in the Rise-time window construction method. The Process Trace is given the same
window length constructed from the Rise time on the
Reference Trace. This is useful when a good auto-pick
of TB is generally obtained but the auto-pick of TA is
often spurious.

Table 6.1: Description of the window comparison criteria

6.4.1.1 The FrontWinBackWin method

The required input parameters are described in Table 6.2. The method requires one pick time ( TB) to be defined
for each Trace. The start and end times ( TS and TE respectively) of the window are then defined by
TS = TB -ΔTbTE = TB + ΔTf
.

Tf and

(6.1)

Tb are the front and back window sizes respectively and define the size of the window to apply.
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Table 6.2: Parameters required for the FrontWin/BackWin window construction method
Symbol
T

B

Description
The first-break pick time on each trace used.

Tf

The front window length set in the WSurveyControl class

Tb

The back window length set in the WSurveyControl class

6.4.1.2 The Risetime method

The required input parameters are described in Table 6.3. The method requires two pick times; referred to as a
first-break time ( TB) and an amplitude time ( TA). The rise time is defined as the difference between the two (TR
= TA-TB) and is used to calculate the size of the window to apply as defined in
𝛥𝑇ℎ =

𝑅
2

∙ 𝑇𝑅

(6.2)

ΔTh is the half window size and is applied symmetrically around the first-break time (i.e. in this case ΔTh = ΔTf =
ΔTb). R is an expansion multiplier and must be set to 2, 4, 8 or 16 (i.e. the smallest window size that can be applied
is 2 TR and the largest is 16TR).
The start and end times for the Trace Window are then defined as in equations in the previous section with
ΔTf = ΔTb =ΔTh
Table 6.3: Parameters required for the Rise-time window construction method.
Symbol

6.4.2

Description

TB

The first-break pick time on each trace used

TA

The amplitude pick time on each trace used

R

The expansion multiplier to apply to the rise-time

Waveform signal processing

There are three different signal-processing options that can be applied to the waveform.
•

Fit a spline function

•

Convert the waveform to absolute values

•

Apply a power to the waveform amplitudes
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Fitting a spline function
Converting the waveform to absolute values
Applying a power to the waveform amplitudes

6.4.2.1 Fitting a spline function

A 'natural cubic spline' can be fitted to the waveform data. This is an interpolation through a set of data points
and is described in detail by Press et al. (1994), Chapter 3. The effect of the spline is to over-sample (fit new data
points between the existing data points) the waveform. This gives it much better definition in cases where the
Nyquist frequency of the acquisition sampling is close to the receiver response. The spline allows the CCR
routines to provide much higher precision in the velocity results it outputs in these cases.
A spline is fitted independently to each of the input traces. The spline has a sampling frequency Δfw and the raw
waveform has an acquisition sampling of Δfs. The over-sampling applied is defined by the ratio Δfs./ Δfw.. The set
fw spline sampling frequency MUST BE a multiple of the Trace sampling frequency (i.e. a 2MHz signal can have a
spline of e.g. 4MHz but not e.g. 5MHz). The CCR routines allow two traces with different acquisition sampling
frequencies to be processed for their CCR when splines are fitted to both (as the spline sampling frequency is the
same for both). For this to be performed the spline sampling frequency MUST BE a multiple of both of the Trace
sampling frequencies (i.e. two signals of 2MHZ and 3MHz respectively can have a spline of e.g. 6MHz applied,
but not e.g. 4MHz).

6.4.2.2 Converting the waveform to absolute values

The CCR routine measures a shift in the first arrival. The arrival must be the same polarity on the Process
waveform as the arrival on the Reference waveform. This stipulation is fine when a source with constant
signature is used in the experiment, however if the source varies (for instance in real earthquakes) then the CCR
will obtain the time difference between the nearest in-phase arrivals. In order to change this, the amplitudes on
both the Reference and Process waveforms can be converted to absolute values. This is performed by applying
the C function fabs(...) to every waveform data point.

6.4.2.3 Applying a power to the waveform amplitudes

This is performed by applying the C function pow(...) to every waveform data point. The effect is to increase large
amplitudes relative to small amplitudes and so make the CCR results more biased to the changes in the large
amplitude data. Applying an even power (e.g. 2, 4 etc) causes the whole waveform to have absolute values and
is an alternative to that described in Converting the waveform to absolute values.
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6.4.3

Filling the CCR Data Array

In order for the CCR to work effectively, data at the ends of each Trace Window must be reduced to zero. There
must be no abrupt break in the amplitude at the ends of the window as these cause frequency end effects. A bell
function is applied to the waveform amplitudes within the Trace Window, symmetric about the centre of the
window (this is the first-break pick time, TB, for a window with Tf = Tb). This has the effect of increasing the
waveform amplitudes around the window's centre with respect to amplitudes towards T S and TE. A "Hann
Window" is the bell function that is used (see Press et al. (1994), Chapter 13). All data outside of the window is
set to zero amplitude. For computational efficiency, the CCR Data Array is then filled with only the waveform
section of interest. This is defined by the minimum TS and the maximum TE of the two Trace Windows.

Figure 6.3: Example of window construction around an arrival using the FrontWin/BackWin method
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Figure 6.4: Example of window construction around an arrival using the Rise-time method. An expansion
multiplier, R=4 is shown.
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CCR Processing

The CCR function φ(τ) is a measure of the similarity between two time-series data sets x(t) and y(t) and is given
by
𝜑𝑥𝑦 (𝜏) = ∑𝑘 𝑥𝑘 𝑦𝑘+𝜏

(6.3)

, see also Telford et al. (1990).
The time series is sampled at points k.
τ is the data point displacement of y(t) with respect to x(t).
The CCR function is smoothly varying and has a maximum positive peak where the data is most similar and a
maximum negative peak where it is most dissimilar.
The data point at which the maximum peak in the CCR function occurs corresponds to a time lag of one arrival
compared to the other. It is converted to a time ( TB) knowing the sampling frequency. By definition the CCR
routines output a negative time when the Process waveform is shifted to the right with respect to the Reference
waveform. This represents a slower (decrease) in velocity.
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Velocity Calculations

To calculate velocities the CCR routines first calculate the ray path length, r (the ray path orientation (azimuth
and plunge) is also calculated). The length can be corrected for a transducer diameter; this is useful during highfrequency ultrasonic laboratory experiments. The following assumptions are made in the calculations.
•
The ray path length is assumed not to change between the Reference and Process
measurements.
•

The ray path is a 'direct' ray (straight line) between the source and receiver.

•
The first response of an ultrasonic transducer (with diameter D) to an incoming wave occurs
when a line segment of the wavefront first hits its outer diameter (see Pettitt (1998), Chapter 2).

Figure 6.5: Definition of a sensor location and orientation.
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The source/receiver locations must be defined in a North-East-Down co-ordinate system (as shown). When
correcting for a transducer diameter a three-dimensional orientation vector, v is defined pointing along the
longitudinal axis of the transducer. Using unit vectors, a transducer orientated due north would be given
direction cosines (x, y, z) = (1, 0, 0), and similarly for a transducer orientated directly upwards (0, 0, 1). A transducer orientated
Northwest with a 60 plunge would have the vector (0:354, 0:354, 0:866).
Absolute velocities are then calculated from the Reference Trace arrival time, Tref . The following applies to both
P and S-wave arrivals
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝑇𝐵 − 𝑇0𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝑇𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓

(6.4)

TB is the first-break (manual) pick time on the Reference Trace, T0ref is the user-defined source time ('time-zero')
for the Reference Trace and TCref is the user-defined arrival-time correction for the Reference Trace. The velocity
for this arrival is then given by:
𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓 =

𝑟
(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

(6.5)

The Process Trace arrival time, Tproc is then calculated from the time lag (ΔTB) produced by the CCR (see CCR
Processing)
𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐 = 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 − 𝛥𝑇𝐵 − 𝛥𝑇0 − 𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐

(6.6)

ΔT0 is the difference between the user-defined source time on the two channels ΔT0= T0proc - ΔT0ref , and TCproc is
the user-defined arrival-time correction for the Process Trace.

The velocity for the Process Trace arrival ( vproc) is then given in the same manner as for v ref . The change in
velocities between the two Trace data is then defined as the following
𝛥𝑣𝐵 = 𝑣𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐 − 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓
(6.7)

6.7

Data Output

The following are the principal outputs from the CCR routines.
•

The time shift between the two defined arrivals ( ΔTB)

•

The travel times for each arrival ( Tref and Tproc)

•

The absolute velocity on each arrival ( vref and vproc)

•

The difference in velocity between the two arrivals ( ΔvB)
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•

The contents of the two CCR Data Arrays and the CCR Function

•

The ray path orientation (length, azimuth and plunge)
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Testing of the CCR Routines

This figure shows some simple tests of the CCR routines. The figures show the contents of the two CCR Data
Arrays (Construction of the CCR Data Arrays) tested at three time offsets. The CCR Data Arrays contain the data
input for cross-correlation. The figures on the right are the resulting CCR Functions (CCR Processing). This data is
output by the routines in data files and has been plotted in MS EXCEL. In each of the tests the CCR routines
arrived at exactly the correct answer. In the first test a waveform was cross-correlated with itself ('autocorrelation'). After correlation the CCR Function shows a time shift of 0 s (the maximum positive peak is at x=0
on the graph). In the second test (b) the process waveform was artificially shifted by 7 μs to the left (an increase
in velocity). The maximum positive peak in the resulting CCR Function moves by +7μ s in the positive direction
indicated on the plot.
In the third test, the opposite was applied (a shift of the process waveform 7 μs to the right) with the resulting
CCR Function moving 7 μs in the negative direction.
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Figure 6.6: Results from testing of the CCR routines. a) Comparison of two identical waveforms with zero
offset (ΔT=0 micro seconds). b) Comparison of two identical waveforms with the process waveform shifted 7
micro seconds to the left ( ΔT=+7 micro seconds). c) Comparison of two identical waveforms with the
process waveform shifted 7 micro seconds to the right ( ΔT=-7 micro seconds).
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Advanced Waveform Processing

Waveform Rotation
Spectral Processing Algorithms
Spectral Autopicking
Waveform Parameters
Confidence Number
Akaike Information Criterion AIC

7.1

Waveform Rotation

Coordinate System Geometry
The Montalbetti-Kanasewich Method
Single station Location

7.1.1

Coordinate System Geometry
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The ray coordinate system is defined here following Pujol
and Hermann (1990) and Plesinger et al. (1986) is shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2.

.
Two unit vectors are defined. The Source Vector, eL, points in the direction receiver to source location. The Ray
Vector, eR, points in the direction source location to receiver and represents the direction of the P-wave. The
correct amplitude and sense of motion on the P-wave is obtained when the waveforms are rotated into the Ray
Vector.

The two vectors have an azimuth (measured east of north) and an incidence angle (measured from the down
direction). The angles ( α, i) define the source vector and the angles (φ, θ) define the ray vector where:
0 ≤ 𝜑 ≤ 360°
0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 360°

(7.1)
(7.2)

The azimuth of the source vector is termed the Back Azimuth and for the ray vector is termed the Forward
Azimuth.
The plane of S-wave polarisation is orthogonal to the ray vector. It is useful to decompose the S-wave into two
orthogonal vectors, eT and eQ; eQ is in a vertical plane containing the source and instrument ( SV direction) and eT
is in a horizontal plane ( SH direction). The three vectors then define the ( e R; eT; eQ) right-handed coordinate
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system described in

. These vectors are obtained with the equations:
𝑒 ⊗𝑒𝑅

𝑒𝑇 = |𝑒𝑧

𝑍 ⊗𝑒𝑅 |

(7.3)

and
𝑒𝑄 = 𝑒𝑇 ⊗ 𝑒𝑅

(7.4)

Where eZ is a unit vector in the down direction eZ = (0, 0, 1).

Alternatively, they can be obtained using the Azimuth and Incidence angles through the following equations
𝑒𝑅 = (𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑, 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)
(7.5)
𝑒𝑇 = (−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑, 0) (7.6)
𝑒𝑄 = (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑, −𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃)
(7.7)

If the time series Xi, Yi and Zi represent the waveforms on each axis (1, 2, 3) of an instrument then the resulting
waveform, Wi, from a rotation onto a unit vector is given by the cosines (γ1, γ2, γ3) of the angles between the
vector and each of the unit vectors defining the instrument coordinate system

Wi = Xi γ1 + γ Yi γ2 + Zi γ3

(7.8)
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Figure 7.1: Definition of the ray and source vectors. The red circle is the source location and the green
triangle is the receiver.
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Figure 7.2: The P-SH-SV ray coordinate system represented by the eR, eT, eQ unit vectors.
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The Montalbetti-Kanasewich Method

This method is described further by Montalbetti and Kanasewich (1970). The method uses the covariance matrix
constructed from the waveform data recorded on the three instrument axes.
If the time series Xi, Yi and Zi represent the data in the Rotation Window on each of the waveforms then
𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑋]
𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑋,
𝑌]
𝑉=[
𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑋, 𝑍]

𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑋, 𝑌]
𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑌]
𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑌, 𝑍]

𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑋, 𝑍]
𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑌, 𝑍]]
𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑍]

(7.9)

defines the covariance matrix.
Cov[X, Y] is the covariance between the waveform data in X and Y. Var[X] is the variance in the waveform data X.
𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑋, 𝑌] =

1
𝑁

∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑋𝑖 − 𝜇𝑋 )(𝑌𝑖 − 𝜇𝑌 )

(7.10)

μX is the mean of the waveform data in X.

The covariance matrix is then transformed into its three eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The eigenvector
associated with the largest eigenvalue represents the P-wave polarisation direction. This could be either the ray
or source vector. The other two eigenvectors represent the S1 and S2 directions since they are in the S-wave
polarisation plane.
A linearity coefficient is calculated after Samson and Olson (1980). This represents the effectiveness of the
rotation by considering that the maximum eigenvalue should be much greater than the other two. If λ1, λ2, λ3 are
the three eigenvalues ordered such that λ1< λ2< λ3 then the rotation linearity is obtained from
(𝜆1 − 𝜆2 )2 + (𝜆1 − 𝜆3 )2 + (𝜆2 − 𝜆3 )2
𝑃=
∙ 100
2(𝜆1 + 𝜆2 + 𝜆3 )2
(7.11)
The obtained eigenvectors are in the instrument coordinate system defined by the three axial unit vectors. In
order to get absolute polarisation directions the eigenvectors must be transformed into the (N,E,D) coordinate
system by multiplying each eigenvector with the axial unit vectors.

7.1.3

Single station Location

A single-station location is computed from the P-to-S separation time, TS- TP. The S-wave arrival time, TS is
computed as the mean of the two S1 and S2 arrival picks. The distance to the source, D, is then given by
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𝐷=

(𝑇𝑃 − 𝑇𝑆 ) ∙ 𝑣𝑝 ∙ 𝑣𝑠
𝑣𝑝 − 𝑣𝑠
.

(7.12)

Knowing the Instrument Location, the source vector (a unit vector) and the distance to the source, a location for
the source can then be obtained.

7.2

Spectral Processing Algorithms

Taper Types
Power Spectrum Estimation Methods
Polarisogram Algorithm

7.2.1

Taper Types

A taper is used to remove leakage frequencies from the Fourier Transform of a time window in the waveform.
Leak-age frequencies are produced by frequency components either side of a discrete frequency bin. These
leakage frequencies would produce artefacts if they were not attenuated using the taper method. A taper is
applied to a waveform in the time domain.
The equations for the two taper types used in InSite are as follows:
Hann taper:

(7.13)
where N is number of data points in the waveform window and j is the jth data point.
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Hildyard taper:
(7.14)
Where the parameter τ is given by the following:

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

where j is the jth data point, N is the taper's Minimum-to-maximum transition-length (Nτ = 10) and Nw is the
window length.

7.2.2

Power Spectrum Estimation Methods

The two power spectrum estimation methods used are the Fast-Fourier-Transform and the Maximum Entropy
method. Below, we briefly detail the equations used in these methods (Press et al., 1994).
The Fourier Transform equations are as follows:
∞

𝐻(𝑓) = ∫ ℎ(𝑡) 𝑒 2𝜋𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑑𝑓
−∞

(7.18)
And
∞

ℎ(𝑡) = ∫ 𝐻(𝑓) 𝑒 −2𝜋𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑑𝑓
−∞

(7.19)
where h(t) is a function in the time domain with parameter t (time) and H(f) is a function in the frequency domain
with parameter f (frequency).
The above integral is approximated by the following discrete sum:
𝑁−1

∞

𝐻(𝑓𝑛 ) = ∫ 𝑒

2𝜋𝑖𝑓𝑛 𝑡

𝑑𝑡 ≈ ∑ ℎ𝑘 𝑒

−∞

𝑘=0

𝑁−1
2𝜋𝑖𝑓𝑛 𝑡𝑘

∆ = ∆ ∑ ℎ𝑘 𝑒

2𝜋𝑖𝑘𝑛
𝑁

𝑘=0

(7.20)

Where 𝑓𝑛 =

𝑛
𝑁𝛥

and Δ is the sampling frequency.
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Let us denote the final summation by Hn,
𝑁−1

2𝜋𝑖𝑘𝑛

𝐻𝑛 ≡ ∑ ℎ𝑘 𝑒 𝑁
𝑘=0

(7.21)
Then the inverse Fourier transform is given by:
𝑁−1

−2𝜋𝑖𝑘𝑛
1
ℎ𝑘 =
∑ 𝐻𝑛 𝑒 𝑁
𝑁
𝑘=0

(7.22)

The Fast Fourier Transform method is given by the Danielson-Lanczos Lemma:

(7.23)

Where 𝑊 = 𝑒

2𝜋𝑡
𝑁

, 𝐹𝑘𝑒 denotes the kth component of the Fourier transform of length N/2 formed from the event

components of the original fj ‘s, while 𝐹𝑘0 is the corresponding transform of length N/2 formed from the odd
components.
In the FFT algorithm this Lemma is used recursively to produce smaller and smaller sums. The FFT algorithm has
order O(N log(N)).

The Maximum Entropy Method equations are as follows:
First, we need to transform the complex f-plane to a new plane, called the z-transform plane, by the relation:
𝑧 ≡ 𝑒 2𝜋𝑖𝑓∆

where Δ is the sampling interval in the time domain. The Nyquist interval on the real axis of the f-plane maps
one-to-one onto the unit circle in the complex z-plane.
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The FFT power spectrum estimate for any real sampled function 𝑐𝑘 ≡ 𝑐(𝑡𝑘 ) can be written as:

𝑃(𝑓) = |∑

𝑁
2−1

2
𝑁
2

𝑘=−

𝑘

𝑐𝑘 𝑧 |

(7.24)

This is only an estimate of the true power spectrum of the underlying function c(t). We can see in two related
ways why the estimate is not likely to be exact. First, in the time domain, the estimate is based in only a finite
range of the function c(t). There is a possibility that this function could have continued on the interval t = (-∞,
+∞). Second, in the z-plane of this equation, the finite Laurent series offers only an approximation to a general
analytic function of z. A formal expression for representing "true" power spectra is:
2

∞
𝑘

𝑃(𝑓) = | ∑ 𝑐𝑘 𝑧 |
𝑘=−∞

(7.25)
This is an infinite Laurent series which depends on an infinite number of values ck, which is just one kind of
analytic approximation to the analytic function of z. The model spectrum can have zeros in the z-plane, but no
poles.
We can approximate the equation for z using a better method which involves a rational function, one with a
series in both the numerator and the denominator

1

𝑃(𝑓) =

2

𝑀⁄

2
𝑘
|∑𝑘=−
𝑀⁄ 𝑏𝑘 𝑧 |

=

𝑎0
𝑘
|1 + ∑M
𝑘=1 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 |

2

2

(7.26)
Here the second equality brings in a new set of coefficients ak's, which can be determined from the bk's using the
fact that z lies on the unit circle. The bk's can be thought of as being determined by the condition that power
series expansion of this equation agree with the first M + 1 terms of the Laurent series.
The Laurent series and the second approximation have very different character. The most notable fact is that the
second approximation can have poles, corresponding to infinite power spectral density, on the unit z-circle, i.e.,
at real frequencies in the Nyquist interval. Such poles can provide an accurate representation for underlying
power spectra that have sharp, discrete "lines" or delta-functions. By contrast, the Laurent series can only have
zeros, not poles, at real frequencies in the Nyquist interval, and thus must attempt to fit sharp spectral features
with, essentially, a polynomial. The second approximation is the definition for our maximum entropy method
(MEM).
The number of poles should be limited to a few times the number of sharp spectral features that one desires to
fit. With this restricted number of poles, the method will smooth the spectrum somewhat, but this is often a
desirable property.

7.2.3

Polarisogram Algorithm

Moriya and Niitsuma (1996) present the polarisation algorithm used here. A covariance matrix in the frequency
domain can be used to evaluate the particle motion of a seismic wave. Samson (1997, 1983) used a spectral
matrix as a function of frequency. Moriya and Niitsuma (1996) treat the terms in the spectral matrix as a joint
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function of time and frequency. The spectral matrix is
defined with the time-frequency distributions represented by:
𝑆𝑥𝑥 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 ) 𝑆𝑥𝑦 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 )
𝑎𝑝 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 ) = (𝑆𝑦𝑥 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 ) 𝑆𝑦𝑦 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 )
𝑆𝑧𝑥 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 ) 𝑆𝑧𝑦 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 )

𝑆𝑥𝑧 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 )
𝑆𝑦𝑧 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 ))
𝑆𝑧𝑧 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 )
(7.27)

where Sim(tj; fk)[l, m = x, y, z] are the time-frequency distributions calculated from a three component signal. If
A(f) and B(f) are the Fourier transforms of the waveforms on two channels a(t) and b(t) then the time-frequency
distributions are calculated using the following equations:
𝑆𝑎𝑎 = 𝐴(𝑓)𝐴(𝑓)∗ , 𝑆𝑏𝑏 (𝑓) = 𝐵(𝑓)𝐵(𝑓)∗ ,

𝑆𝑎𝑏 = 𝐴(𝑓)𝐵(𝑓)
(7.28)

where Saa(f) and Sbb(f) are the power spectra and Sab(f) is the cross spectrum. The asterisk in the equations denote
the complex conjugate.
The spectral matrix is generally complex but is always a Hermitian matrix. This matrix is considered to be a covariance matrix in both the time and frequency domains. Particle motion can be quantitatively evaluated using
eigenvalue/eigenvector analysis of the matrix.
Benhama et al. (1988) presented a function using eigenvalues of the covariance matrix to characterize the 3-D
particle motion. Replacing this function with eigen values from the spectral matrix, enables us to evaluate the
linearity of particle motion as a joint function of time and frequency. From Moriya and Niitsuma (1996) use the
following function:
(𝜆1 − 𝜆2 )2 + (𝜆1 − 𝜆3 )2 + (𝜆2 − 𝜆3 )2
𝐶𝑅 (𝑡𝑗 , 𝑓𝑘 ) =
2(𝜆1 + 𝜆2 + 𝜆3 )2
(7.29)
Where λi = λi (tj, fk)( λ1 > λ2 > λ3, i=1, 2, 3)

The λi are the eigenvalues of the spectral matrix in this equation. The range of CR(tj, fk) is, 0 ≤CR(tj, fk) ≤1 and is
equal to zero when the particle motion is spherical in space and approaches the value one as the particle motion
becomes rectilinear. CR(tj; fk) can be treated as a 3-D cross-correlation coefficient.
The eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue represents the P-wave polarisation direction. This could
be either the ray or the source vector. The obtained eigenvectors are in the instrument coordinate system
defined by the three axial unit vectors. In order to get absolute polarisation directions, the eigenvectors must be
transformed into the (n, e, d) coordinate system by multiplying each eigenvector with the axial unit vectors.
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Spectral Autopicking

The spectral auto-picking algorithm in InSite automatically processes phase arrivals from spectrogram
information.
See Section 3.9.3 of the User Manual for further information.
In the spectral auto-picking algorithm the spectral estimation method is always set as FFT, as the MEM cannot
evaluate frequency phase data used in the polarisogram functions. The GateLength, GateType and TaperType
are user set from the processing properties. A StepSize of 1 is always used so that an FFT is produced at every
data point in the waveform (except in the last GateLength number of data points that are invalid). A frequency
range is applied in the analysis, which defines the minimum and maximum frequency limits across which the
spectral picking function is evaluated.
For each data point in the waveform a "spectral density", S is calculated for each of the four spectrograms to
provide a two-dimensional function ( S versus time) that can be used as an auto-picking function. The spectral
density is calculated as the mean of the data contained in the frequency spectrum at that waveform data point,
[𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ]𝑖 = [𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 )]𝑖 =

∑𝑗=𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇
[𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ]
𝑗=1

𝑗

𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇
(7.30)

where FFTpolarisation is the polarisation frequency spectra evaluated for waveform data point i between the userdefined frequency limits (containing NFFT spectra data points, j).
Four spectral density functions are thus calculated using this approach: Spolarisation; Sazimuth; Splunge; Ssonogram.
Generally, azimuth and plunge functions do not have a character that can be directly used as an auto-picking
function – i.e. containing peaks where phase arrivals are positioned. A further two spectral density functions
have therefore been developed as options. These are calculated as a function of the variance in the azimuth and
plunge spectrograms and operate on the observation that when a signal arrives its variation in e.g. azimuth
across the spectra becomes low. The inverse of the variance is calculated in order to provide peaks in the function
when the variance is low.
𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇
[𝑆𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑡ℎ) ] = 𝑗=𝑁𝐹𝐹𝑇
𝑖
∑𝑗=1 |[𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑡ℎ ]𝑗 − [𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑡ℎ )]𝑖 |
(7.31)
An auto-picking equation is defined by the user, which can include any combination of the four spectral density
functions. The functions are defined as variables in the equation in the properties sheet: pol ; azm; plu and son
where e.g. pol is the polarisation spectral density function multiplied by a user-defined coefficient, a:
𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑖 = 𝑎 ∙ [𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ]𝑖
(7.32)
Three further coefficients, b, c, d, are defined respectively for azimuth, plunge and sonogram.
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𝑎𝑧𝑚𝑖 = 𝑏 𝑐𝑜𝑡[𝑆𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑡ℎ ]𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑧𝑚𝑖 = 𝑏 ∙ [𝑆𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑡ℎ) ]
𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑖 = 𝑐 ∙ [𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑒 ]𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑖 = 𝑐 ∙ [𝑆𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑒) ]

𝑖

𝑖

𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑖 = 𝑑 ∙ [𝑆𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 ]𝑖
(7.33)
A fifth auto-picking variable, rms, can also be included in the auto-picking equation, along with an accompanying
coefficient, e. This is the RMS (root-mean-square) signal from the given waveforms on the instrument;

(7.34)
where Wim is the waveform amplitude on channel m at point i(1≤ M≤ 4).
Thus, an equation of the form given in the equation below can be defined by the user where Fi is a function at
waveform data point i.
𝐹𝑖 = 𝑎 ∙ [𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ]𝑖 + 𝑏 ∙ [𝑆𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑡ℎ ]𝑖 + 𝑐 ∙ [𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑒 ]𝑖 + 𝑑 ∙ [𝑆𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 ]𝑖 + 𝑒 ∙ 𝑊𝑖
(7.35)
The user also has the option of applying the "Moving-window Technique" (a variation on the STA/LTA format) to
the function to create the final function to be used in the auto-picking, autofunc (equation below where MW (F)
designates application of the moving-window technique to function F ).
autofunc = MW(F) or autofunc = F

(7.36)

The auto-picking function in InSite's standard auto-picking algorithm is given by
autofunc = M W (W )

(7.37)

, where W is defined by as above.
Thus, the standard auto-picking functionality can be created in the advanced auto-picking equation by setting F
= rms; e = 1.0 and enabling the Moving-window Technique.

7.4

Waveform Parameters

The waveform parameters are as follows:
Amplitude: the maximum amplitude of a waveform.

Rise Time: the time between the first threshold crossing and the maximum amplitude of the signal.
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Duration: the time between the first and final threshold crossings of the signal.
MARSE: Measured area under rectified signal envelope: the rectified signal envelope is determined from the
first threshold crossing, subsequent peaks and the final threshold crossing. The area under this envelope is
calculated using the trapezium rule for polygons defined by the peaks of the signal.
Counts: the count is the number of times that the signal exceeds the defined threshold.
Average frequency: this is the average frequency of the counts. It is calculated as:
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
(7.38)
Reverberation frequency: the frequency of counts during the signal after the maximum peak. It is calculated as:
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
(7.39)
Initial frequency: the frequency of counts before the maximum peak of the signal has been reached. It is
calculated as:
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
(7.40)
RA value: is calculated as:
𝑅𝐴 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒
(7.41)

7.5

Confidence Number

The confidence number for an event is assigned based on the signal to noise ratio, number of sensors picked,
arrival time residuals, etc. The confidence number consists of 5 separate numbers, each between 0 and 1, which
are added together for a total score between 0 and 5. The exception to this is if the average signal to noise ratio
is less than 1, the score can be negative.
The 5 terms are:
•

Signal to noise ratio for P-waves

•

Signal to noise ratio for S-waves

•

Azimuth residual

•

P-wave arrival time residuals

•

S-wave arrival time residuals
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𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑁𝑝 𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 + 𝑁𝑠 𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑝 , 𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑠 ) ∙ [𝑁𝑎𝑥 𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑁𝑝 𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑁𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑠 ]
(7.42)
Signal to noise ratio for P- and S- waves (Terms 1 and 2):
𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑

[𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑠𝑛𝑟 − 1]
10
(7.43)

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 = {

𝑛𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑
,
𝑛𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 < 8
8
1,
𝑛𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 ≥ 8
(7.44)

Where Numpicked is the number of P-(S-) waves picked for this event.
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑠𝑛𝑟),
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑠𝑛𝑟) < 11
𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑔 𝑠𝑛𝑟 = {
11,
𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑠𝑛𝑟) ≥ 11
(7.45)
In applying these equations it becomes clear that the maximum contributions to the confidence number occur
when:
•
At least 8 picks
•

Average signal to noise ratio is at least 11

Azimuth residual (Term 3)

(7.46)

(7.47)

(7.48)

(7.49)
Arrival time residuals (Terms 4 and 5)

(7.50)

(7.51)
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Akaike Information Criterion AIC

The AR-AIC Picker uses Autoregressive (AR) modelling to provide improved estimates of the pick position.
AIC Simple

7.6.1

AIC Simple

This method calculates a simple AIC algorithm for the entire waveform. It is calculated by:
𝐴𝐼𝐶(𝐾) = 𝐾 ∗ log(𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝐴[1, 𝑘])) + (𝑁 − 𝐾 − 1) ∗ log (𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝐴[𝑘 + 1, 𝑁]))
(7.52)
Where:
•

K is the position in the waveform array

•

N is the number of points in the waveform

•

A is the waveform array

•

var(X) is the variance of input X
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